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ABSTAA.CT:
Benzene and water films were passed over an inclined, hot
copper plate.

The boiling heat transfer to the turbulent liquid

films has been measured with local heat-flux meters.

These meters

have been adopted from a design suggested by Gardon (GlO), and could
be used to measure boiling heat
-20,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.

fl~es

with an accuracy of about

The results indicate that the heat transfer

to the liquid films compares well with that of forced convection
subcooled boiling.
During boiling the liquid film is destroyed by the growing
vapour bubbles and by the separation of the liquid from the hot
plate.

The break-up of the liquid films has been investigated with

high~speed

photography but an analysis of the hydrodynamics of this

break-up has not been made.

(ii)

ODE TO A FLAT PLATE HEAT FLUX Mm1ER
OR EDGAR 1 S LAMENT
PO'W er in - I2a

Heat Flux Meter out by far;
Tear it down, build again,
Gotta find that factor tent
Boil up liquids in a pool,
Calibrate that heat flux tool;
Balance good - we're on the track,
Oops~

Read the charts fro.m the back.

Read them right - things still great,
At last we•ve got the true heat rate.
A few .more runs and no .more worry,

What the hell - I'm in no hurry.
Calculate and fudge and fidget,
Soon we'll have that last damn digit;
Then I'm gone from this old place,
No more V-L interface
To haunt my dreams and plague my mind,
'Cause factor ten we did
Ken Pollock
Che mical Engineering Department
McMaster University

1965.
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A.

INTROD'C£TION
The boiling of liquid films is of importance in cooling operations

such as the quenching of hot metal sheets, the extinction of forest fires
and has also become of recent interest in the cooling of nuclear fuel
elements.
The amount of cooling that can take place is however limited.
This limit, called burn-out, occurs when vapour instead of liquid con
tacts the heating surface.

Under those conditions the liquid film has

either completely evaporated or the temperature of the heating surface
is too high for the liquid to contact it.

When either of these happen

the heat transfer rate from the heating surface is decreased markedly,
because the vapour acts as a large peat transfer resistance.
fuel element supplies heat at a constant heat flux.

A nuclear

If the heat transfer

rate is suddenly reduced by one of the above mechanis.ms the fuel element
usually overheats to a temperature corresponding to its melting point,
i.e. the fuel element burns out.
It is of interest to determine under what conditions the liquid
film ceases to cool the heating surface and what would be the maximum
attainable heat flux for each .mechanism.

The purpose of the present

investigation was to explore the hydrodynamic and heat transfer aspects
of the mechanism, in which the temperature of the heating surface was
so high that no further wetting of the liquid occurred,

(Plate 1).

As will be seen in the literature survey much work has been
done in related fields, but little has been done in this particular
direction.

1

.

'

2

BOILING AND DESTRUCTION OF LIQUID FILMS

PLATE 1

B.

LITERATURE REVIEW

l.

Boiling Heat Transfer
1.1

Introduction

Over the last decade boiling heat transfer research has been
intensified in order to apply this process to the cooling of nuclear
reactors and rocket engines.

The heat fluxes obtainable with nucleate

boiling are very high and thus boiling seems a promising process for
the above applications.
Boiling heat tra~er is based on the change of phase from
liquid to vapour at the heating surface.

The temperature of the

heating surface thus exceeds the saturation temperature of the liquid.
The temperature gradient in boiling heat transfer is usually charac
terized by the temperature di.fference t:.T = Tw - Tsat; where Tw is the
temperature of the heati.ng surface and Tsat the saturation temperature
of the liquid.

Depending upon the temperature difference

~T

three

boiling regimes are known:

(i)

nucleate boiling

(ii)

transition boiling

(iii)

film boiling.

These regiires can be identified by their heat transfer characteristics.
Figure 1 shows a typical pool boiling curve of saturated water boiling
on a horizontal surface at atmospheric pressure (G5) (HlO).
AB is the natural or forced convection regime.

Region

At B boiling commences

by the generation of vapour bubbles at favoured spots on the heating

3

POOL BOILING CURVE OF WATER ON A HORIZONTAL SURFACE
(ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE)
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I Boiling
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FIGURE 1
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surface.

An

inc~ease

i n wall t e,mperature results in a steep increase of

the heat flux due to the increas i ng number of bubble generating spots.
This entire region, BC, is called t he nucleate boiling regime.

At C

departure from nucleate boi l ing (DNB) occur s due t o vapour patch forma
tion on the heating surface.
heat flux occurs.

At D the maximum (critical or burn-out)

Any f urther increase in wall temperature beyond D

results in a decrease of the heat flux, because an unstable insulating
vapour blanket forms over the heating surface.
transition boiling regi.me.

Region DE is called the

At E, which is the position of the minimum

heat flux, the vapour blanket stabilizes and the liquid no longer con
tacts the heating surface.

Region EF is the film boiling regime, where

the heat transfer takes place by conduction and radiation through the
vapour film.
Nucleate and transition boiling are governed by local transient
heat transfer phenomena, while f ilm boiling is a steady-state process
without periodic transients.

The boiling theories available thus apply

to one boiling regime onl y.
The boiling curve described above is characteristic of the
boiling process, but i t s exact shape is determined by such a large
variety of factors (li quid- solid combi nation, surface conditions,
surface geometry,, etc .) t hat i t has been difficult for different ob
servers to obtain reproduc ible results .
The influence of f or ced convection and subcooling on the boiling
process is of practical impor tance .

Subcool ed boiling occurs when the

liquid temperature is bel ot,i its boiling point.

Evaporation takes place

at the heating surface wi.t h s ubsequent condensation of the vapour bubbles
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EFFECT OF
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FIGURE 3
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in the cold bulk liquid.

There is no net evaporation.

for subcooled boiling is exceptionally high .

The heat transfer

Figures 2 and 3 show the

relative effect of forced convection and subcooling on the boiling curve.
Few data besides those of Ellion (E2) are available which cover all the
boiling regimes for a particular system and include these two effects.
The values shown have been estimated and are presented only to indicate
the trend.

Further work in this area has been suggested by Bergles and

Rohsenow (B7).
Extensive reviews of the literature on boiling have been given
by Westwater (W3) (W4), Rohsenav (R2), Zuber (Z2) and Leppert and Pitts
(L3).

A brief survey of the boiling regimes is presented below.

1.2
A.

Nucleate

Boili~

photographic study of nucleate boiling together with a deter

mi.nation of the boiling curve has shown that the nucleate boiling
regime can be subdivided into four regions (G5):

(i)

region of' isolated bubbles

(ii)

region of vapour columns (bubbles and mushrooms )

(iii)

region of vapour mushrooms

(iv)

region of vapour patches.

The mechanisms proposed for these regions will be discussed below.
In the first three regions the heat transfer is best represented
by the equation (Z2) (K4)
q/A = a 1

(~T)a2 (~) 3
8

(B-1)

to include the independent effect of the nucleation site density (n/A).
The nucleation site density is a function of the surface temperature Tw,

9

exp(~)·
.
Tw .

(B-2)

where K depends upon the surface characteristics and the physical properties
of the liquid andt the vapour, ( G9). Equation (B-1) is .more general for it
makes

all~~ance

for the condition of the heating surface.

In the region of isolated bubbles the heat transfer is determined
by bubble nucleation, bubble growth and bubble departure from the heating
surface.

The heat transfer can be controlled either by nucleation (at

high pressures) or by bubble growth (at low pressures).

At low heat

fluxes vapour bubbles are formed at certain preferred sites on the heating
surface.

The areas between nucleating sites transfer heat by natural

convection.
Surface nucleation
Since the vapour pressure over a concave liquid surface is
less than that over a plane one, the liquid surrounding a vapour bubble
.must be superheated, in O!rder "t;hat the bubble does not collapse.

The

excess pressure of the vapour bubble is given by the Laplace equation
l'ip = Pv -

PL

= -2a
r

(B-3)

where Pv and PL are the pressure inside the vapour bubble and the liquid
respectively, a the surface tension and r the radius of the bubble.

The

presence of a superheated thermal boundary layer at the heating surface
has been shown by Jakob (J2).
Theories of ho.mogeneous nucleation predict liquid superheats of
l00°F for the formation of vapour bubbles.

However boiling usually

begins at much lower superheats of about l0°F.

It appears therefore

that a starting cluster is already in existence, such that the large
superheat required to form a vapour nucleus is no longer necessary.

10

It is known that a gas-filled cavity can act as a nucleating site.
gas can easily gain vapour and. growe

The

The cavity may fill with vapour,

when the initial gas is depleted and tln s -will continuously serve as a
nucleating site.

If boiling is dj.scontinued such a :nucleating site .may be

destroyed, because the cavity .may fill with liquid..

Bankoff (B6) has

shown that the angle of the cavity and the solid-liquid contact angle
deter.mine the effectiveness of' a cavity as a continuous nucleating site.
An easily wetted cavity is a poor nucleating site.
Griffith and Wallis (G2) have shown that in a uniform temperature
field the liquid superheat for bubble formation is directly related to
the size of the cavity in the heating surface.

Assuming a constant

contact angle a growing bubble in the cavity passes through a stage of
.maxi.mum curvature (.mini.mum radius) , which defines the superheat necessary
for nucleation.

The following equation, derived by substituting the

Clausius-Clapeyron equation into equation (B-3) was verified.
(B-4)

where (TH -· Tsat) is the superhi;:at of the liquid, r the radius of the
cavity,

A the

latent heat cf va·porisat ion and Pv the vapour density.

However, the equation could not be used to predict the for.mation of
vapour bubbles fr om the same nuc.leating site in a non-unifor.m temper
ature field.

Higher superheat s were required in that case.

Hsu and Graham (HS) have developed a procedure to determine
when a nucleating cavity will nuc.leate in a non=uniform temperature
field.

The heating surface is considered to contain many cavities

over a wide range of sizes.

Lu the thermal boundary layer close to

the surface the temperature profile ;., before boiling starts, is nearly

11

linear and can be expressed by the heat transfer equation (natural or
forced convection)

(B-5)
It is postulated that a nucleus of he.n tispherical shape with radius r will
grow, if the liquid temperature at a distance y

=r

from the wall is

greater than the critical liquid temperature TH defined by equation (B-4).
The corresponding wall superheat (Tw - Tsat) required to initiate boiling
is best evaluated graphically,,

(Figure 4). The line tangent to the

curve representing equation {B-4) establishes the .minimum wall temperature
required to initiate boilingo

The size cavity that nucleates first is r 0 •

For a larger wall superheat cavities in the radius range from (r1) to (r2)
are active.

This method has been verified by Bergles and Rohsenow (B7)

for subcooled boiling.
Hsu (H7) has extended the above .model by considering transient
conduction in the liquid near the heating surface. Transient conduction
in the heating surface itself, as suggested by the work of M:>ore and
~sler

(M5) has been neglectedo The range of active nucleating cavities

was determined by eliminating those which had an infinite waiting
period; the waiting period being the time required for the liquid to
attain a certain superheat.

For the initiation of boiling of a satu

rated liquid the wall superheat was given by the relation
Tw - Tsat

= 8 a Tsat

a5

(B-6)

). o 'Pv
The importance of the thermal boundary layer thickness

o was

stressed.

Experinental data were available to support the .model.
The frequency of nucleation (bubble frequenc y) is directly
related to the waiting period and the bubble growth time.

INITIATION OF NUCLEATE BOILING
REF.: H8

Distance from
Surface

~

y

Equation (B-4)

r1

Equation (B-5)
\ . _ , _.;!<'---<

Temperature

Tw2 Tw

j

ro

r2

=-1

1

FIGURE 4
I-'

I\)
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These considerations ind.ica.te that nu.cleation depends upon the
physical properties of the liqui.d and solid.? the cavity geometry and the
thermal boundary layer thickness; the latter being dependent upon the
hydrodynamic condition near the nucleating s i.te .
~asurements

have shown that the population of nucleating sites

At low heat fluxes the nucleating

increases with surface temperature .
sites have been counted visually .

For high heat fluxes Gaertner and

Westwater (G3) devised an electroplating technique.? which has shQ-wn
that the nucleating sites are rando.m.ly spaced on the heating surface, (G9).
At a given surface temperature the population of active nucle
ating sites also depends upon t.he size distrib ution of the cavities in
the heating surface.

It has been suggested (W4) tha.t boilil1.g curves

as shown in Figure 5 can be obtained for various surfaces.

Curve A

is the nucleate boiling curve for uniform large=sized. ca.vitiesJ while

curve C is that for uniform small- sized cavities.

The large slope of

these two curves arises because all cavities wUl start nucleating at
the same superheat.

The superhea.t required for curve C -will however

be greater than for curve A., bees.use of the smaller cavity size.
Curve B relates to a surface with a :r.ange of cavity sizes and thus
as the superheat is increased the corresponding cavities will start
.nucleating.

Some

of

t hese considerations had already been established

by Corty and Foust (c6), who perfor.ned experinJents with boiling sur

faces of different surface rOt4ghness .,
Bubble_ growth
When the liquid has attalned sufficient superheat, the
vapour nucleus in the ce.vi.ty grows into a bubble.

The growth is the

14
EFFECT OF CAVITY SIZE DISTRIBUI1ION ON NUCLEATE BOILING CURVE
REF.: W4

B

Range of Cavity Size

A

One Cavity
Size - Large

bO
0
r-..f

c

One Cavity
Size - Small

log (~T)

FIGURE 5
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result of the evaporation from the liquid...vapour boundary.

Thus heat

flows from the surrounding s uperheated li.quid to the bubble boundary,
which is at a lower temperature.

The growth of a vapour bubble is a

dynamic process involving simult aneous heat and mass transfer.
Forster and Zuber (F2) combined the equation of motion of the
bubble boundary with the transient heat conduction equation, to solve
for the bubble growth in a uniform temperature field.

The following

equation was obtained
r =

.

TT

CtPL (TH - Tsat)
)..

(_!__)1/2

(B-7)

ira.1

Pv

The controlling factor in the bubble growth was the heat transfer
across an assumed thin liquid shell surrounding the bubble.

The effects

of surface tension and liquid inertia were found to be small.
The bubble growth is rapid during the initial stages and slow
during the later ones.

Such behaviour however cannot be fully

portrayed by the constant time exponent of 1/2.
permits much better

agreen~nt

A variable exponent

with experirr.ental data.

Zuber (Z3)

and Griffith (G4) were able to predict the bubble growth rates much
more accurately by including the effect of a non-uniform temperature
field.
Bubble growth however is by nc means a uniform process.

In

a microscopic study Strenge, Orrell and Westwater (s4) observed bubble
growth rates at low heat fluxes and found considerable variations in
growth rates and bubble emission frequency f or a single nucleating site.
The statistical nature of bubble generation and bubble growth has been
attributed to turbulent liquid eddies (Z2).
The work by M:>ore and M:!sler (M5) suggests that the growth of
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vapour bubble cculd largely be d.e+;ermirJ.ed. by the evaporation of a thin
liquid film at the base of·' the bubtle .~

(Figure 6 )o •1:he thermal properties

of the heating surface were showr... ·..; c be significant in this transient
conduction

problem~

Bubble rise
When the radius of the bubble is about o.. 05u 1 the buoyant

force becomes large enough to separate the bubble from the heating
surface .

The bubble departure is inhibited by surface tension forces

at the triple interface and by inertia forces of the liquid.

rhe bubble

1

will be nearly spherical when limited by s urface tension forces and
ellipsoidal (with the major axis parallel to the heating surface) when
limited by inertia forces of the liquid (R4)o

Since the bubble is

situated in a non.,.,uni.form t emperature field_, the bubble experiences a
surface tension gradient along the bubble boundary which holds the
bubble to the heat i ng s·urface ..
It has been observed that at a single nucleating site the
bubble departure dis..m eter and the bubble fre quency follow statistical
distributions..

For low hes,t fluxes the product of departure diameter

and bubble frequency is constant and independent of the heat flux and
nature of the liquido

For large heat fl uxes the hydrodynamic con

dition of the liquid changes and t his simple relation no longer holds,

(Z4). The bubble size and frequency depend also upon the active nucle
ating site population immediately s urround.ing that bubble (G5)o
Schlieren photogr aphs by ffim and. Graham (H8) ha.Ye shown the
existence of the thermal boundary layer next to the heating surface.

They o'bserved that as a bubble departss it carries away hot liquid
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/
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FIGURE 6
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from the ther.mal bounda.ry layer in a Dcregion of in.f.'luence'v of size equal
to twice the bubble dia.rneter.

by superheated liquid which

During bubble rise the bubble is sourrounded

c~uses

further bubble growth

o

Meehan.isms of nucleate b_oiling_
The multitude of the :mechanisms proposed for nucleate
boiling indicates the complexity of the process and the difficulty

observers have in the interpretatitni of their data.
be considered to occur in two

(i)

Heat transfer can

stages~

heat transfer from the s olid to the liquid in the thermal

boundary layer ( conducti.o:n. and/or turbulent convection) and

(ii)
The

heat transfer out of the thermal boundary layero

second stage can occur 'by the removal of either vapour (latent heat

transport) or superheated liquid (enthalpy transport) from the thermal
boundary layer.
It was originally percei'V'ed by many of the early workers

that the mot.ion of the

vapo~r

bubbles provided excellent agitation in

the thermal boundary layer and thereby reduced the heat transfer
resistance (F3)..

This .mechan.ism ha.s 't>een supported by experiments

in which vapour at saturation.. temperature was injected at the heating

surfaceo

The heat transfer was thereby i ncreased in. the lower heat

flux region of nucleate boiling only .
Han (H9) has presented a

the region of isolated bubbles .

mec4~mism

:for nuclea.t;e boiling in

By detailed exe.mi.na·tion of the pro.. ,

cesses of bubble nucleation.? growth and departure" it has been possible

to relate these to the bo:Uing cur-'Ve: directJ:y.

The

-.ine<.~hanis m

was

based upon enthalpy an:i latent, heat transport from the thermal bound.ary
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layer to the bulk of t.he liquido

Agree.ment with experimental data was

satisfactory.
By comparing the heat

t:.:'."'a.ns~.:'er

processes in d.ropwise condensa=

tion to those in nucleate boiling,, Kast (K2) points to the similarities
in nucleation and growth during the change in phaseo

Both processes are

local transient ones 7 in which periodic removal of the new phase elim
inates the heat transfer resistance it creates .

The model. considered

latent heat transport from the thermal boundary layerJ but neglected
enthalpy transport as suggested by Hsu and. Graham (H8).
Tien ( T3) developed a hydrodynamic model for nucleate pool
boiling in the region of isolated bubbles .

The model asserted an

inverted stagnation flow . caused by the rising vapour bubbles.

The

vapour phase has been neglected,, but i.ts motion is cons idered to
remove continually superheated liquid from the thermal boundary- layer.
Kutateladze (K3) has proposed a similar model by considering the
stagnation flow of the liquid. flowing towards the heating surface.
Zuber (z4) emphasized the importance of' the hydrodynamic
factor in nucleate boiling and pointed out the similarities in the
for1nation of gas bubbles from perforated plates ..

In the region of

isolated bubbles the liquid flow could be idealized by source flow
(displacement of superheated liquid from the thermal boundary layer
by the growing bubble) and wake flow (entrainment of superheated
liquid from the thermal boundary layer behind the rising bubble).
The problem was then formulated as one of' tur'bulentp natural con
vection from a horiz.ontal heati.ng s ur:face ~
mechanism occurredJ when the

hydrodyna.m~,c

The li.mi t of this

flow pattern changed and
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the bubbles interferred wi.th ea.ch ct.her vertically..
occurs in which the heating

is covered with vapour colu..mns.t

s ~1rf(aee

vapour bubbles and vapour mushrooms

A transition region

~rhis

o

transition probably accounts

for the point of inflection observed. in some boi.li.ng curves.

follows the region of vapour mushrooms..

Then

The vapour mushrooms are fed

with vapour from the heating surface through nmnerous thin vapour

stems,

(Figure 6 ). The vapcur is inost probably produced by continuous

vaporization of a pulsating miero=la,yer of liquid at the base of the
vapour stems,

(z4). At these high heat fluxes the dominant heat

fer mechanism appears to be latent hee.t transport ,

trans

(R6).

Support for thts mkro ..·layer vaporization has been obtained
experimentally by Moore and M::sler

( ~5 ),

who have observed sudden

temperature drops in the heating surface at a nucleating site.

A.

local heat flux of' almost 106 Btu/hrf)sqoftohas been observed for
water boiling on a nichrome stripo

The average heat flux under those

conditions was however only 200_y000 Btu/hr.sq.,fto
examination by Rogers and Mesler (R3)

shc~ed

A photographic

that t he large temperature

drop occurred during.b ubble growth and that the surface temperature
recovered during bubble departureo
by

Further evidence has been supplied

Hospeti and Mesler (Hll), whc measured the scale deposited at the

base of vapour bubbles in nucleate pool boiling o:f' calcium sulphate

solutions.

The use of radioactive calcium sulphate permitted the

evaluation of the micro'"'layer thickness

o

Their results were in agree'"'

ment with measurements o:t"" M:1ore and M:;s1.er (M5) o

A detailed. photog.caphic study by Gaertner (G5) supports the
above considerations of the nucleate boiling regionso

He also observed
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the existence of another region., which oe:curs when the slope of the
nucleate boiling curve decreases sharply,

(Figure l)o It has been

suggested that one call this point the departure from nucleate boiling
DNB.

In this regi.on the vapour stems under the1 mushrooms colla·pse and

local vapour patches are formedo

A. photographic study by Kirby and

Westwater (K5) has shown the existence of' dry areas (v-apour patches)
on the heating s urface.

Such vapour patches

wo ~~ld

result in local film

boiling and thus show a much reduced heat transfer rate.

The number of

active nucleating sites could no l onger be d.eter:mine d accurately, indi
cating that the nucleating sites were not active ccmti nuously ( G3).
The surface temperature has been observed. to make large excursions in
this region (L3).

As the surface temperature is increased the number

of vapour patches increases and the flow of liquid towards the heating
surface becomes restricted.
Such a restriction of' liquid fl•JW by the vapour leads to a two
phase flow instabilityo

1he situation has been idealized by Zuber (Z5)

and Moissis and Berenson (M6) by considering vertical flow of rising
vapour jets and falling liquid jets.

The .maximum heat flux was assumed

to be the result of the onset of the Kelvin,__,Hel.mhe>l'tz hyd.rodyna.mic

instability of the interface between the counter,_,,flowing columns of
vapour and liquid.

When instability

Ot3curs

the liquid columns begin

to interact with each other and trap large a.mounts of vapour at the
heating surface.

.A.t the same time the liquid flow to-i/lards the heating

surface is considerably red.uced.,

Ma.rkels and Durfee

(M7) and Donald

and Haslam (D3) have shown with electrical resistan.ce measurements
that at the maximum heat flux about

50%

of the heat transfer area is
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covered with vapour.
According to the above mod.el the maximum heat flux is governed
entirely by a hydrodynamic situation and should be independent of the
heating surface condition and surface te.mperattrre.

Berenson (B8) was

able to verify this by changing t he surface finish of the heating surface.
Increased roughness of the heating surface resulted in decreased surface
temperatures at the same maximum heat flux .
It has been shown by Costello et .sl (C7) that the maxi.mum heat
flux is affected by the hydrodynamic condition near the heating surface
and by the surface condition of' the heater.

Their experiments indicated

that enhanced liquid flow towards the heating surface from the sides
increased the maximum heat flux.

Such an increase was also observed

when the heating surface was treated with .m at;erials (surface deposits)
which increased the wetting.

On the other hand Gaertner (G5) treated

the heating surface with materials which decreased the wetting.

His

experiments demonstrated that thereby the maximum heat flux was decreased.
It appears that the maximum heat flux is not governed solely ·by a hydro
dynamic instability.

Kirby and Westwater (K5) have suggested that the

burn-out mechanism .may be due to an in::reasi:cig number of dry patches
on the heating surface.

The problem is a dyna..mic one because of the

continual alternation between for.mation of dry patches and rewetting
by the liquid.

The stability of these vapour patches probably depends

upon the hydrodynamic condition surrounding that patch, while the extent
of the rewetting of the liquid on the dry area beneath the vapour patch
depends upon the thermal conductivity of the solid and the liquid, the
contact angle and the thermal capacity of the hee.ter.

l.3

T~ansition Boilin~

At. surface temperatures
heat

~lux

~urface.

ver~

the vapour forms a
Liq~id . frequently

exce~ding

those

n~c~ssary

unstable vapour film over the heating

penetrates tqe vapour film and contacts the

surface •t certain localities.

Since part of the heating surface is

covered with vapour, . the local heat flux during

contac~

higher than the average Q.eat f'ltµc over the entire
Durir+~

for the maximum

must be

he~ting

~ch

surface.

such contacts the liquid becomes superheated and vaporizes

explosive~y.

The vapour film i$ then reformed loc$lly.

repeats itself

This process

a rapid rate and can easily be identified by the noise

~t

of' the explosions.
At increasing surface temperatures the increased conduction
through the vapour film leads to an increase in the
liquid-vapour interface.

This evaporation

e~rts

evaporati~n

a stabilizing effect

on the vapour film by preventing liquid-solid contact, (B9).
rrequency and heat flux thus

decr~ase

at the

The contact

with increasing surface temper

ature, until no further liquid-f3olid cont.act occurs at the position of'
the minimum

he~t

fl,.ux.

i lthough the vapour generation near the Dl(&Ximum

heat f+ux 1f3 much larger than at the minimum heat

is not

s~abilized

fl~,

the vapour film

thereby.

By electrical resistance measurements Markels and Durfee (M7)
have shown th$t sol.id-liquid
boiling

~~gime.

conta~t

occurs over the whole transition

They also suggest a relation between the wetted area

:per contact and the he•t flux.
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Berenson (B8) has obtained data. :for n"'pentane in transition pool
boiling.

It was observed that solid=liquid contact occurred and that the

surface roughness decreased the heat flux at a given surface temperature.
The addition of surface active agents, which improved the wetting of the
liquid during contact with the heating surf"ace» resulted in an increase
in heat flux.
On

the basis of these findings Bankoff and Yehra (BlO) developed

a quenching theory, which postulates that the heat transfer occurs by
periodic quenching of the heating s urface .

The heat transfer process

during solid-liquid contact was considered to be transient conduction.
Using Berenson's data it was shown that the heat flow per contact re
.mained constant with surface temperatureJ but. that the contact time
decreased with increasing surface temperature .

The contact frequency

was deter.mined from hydrodynamic considers,tions as proposed by Zuber
and Tribus ( z6) •
Because of the inverse heat
ship in the transition boiling

flux,~surf'ace

regime~

temperature relation

stable conditions in this regime

can only be obtained by using a heating system that operates at a con
stant te.mperature difference {condensing steam) ..

Electric heaters

operate at constant heat flux and the boiling may easily change to
nucleate or fil.m boiling.

The

operat~ ing

temperature in fil.m boiling

usually causes melting (burn-out ) of the electric heater.

1.4 Fil.m Boiling
In fil.m boiling the heating surface is s·urrounded by a very
stable vapour film.

Such an arra.ngement is hydrodyna.mically un..

stable (Rayleigh-Taylor instability )} but the inversion of the phases
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is prevented by the heat transfer process.

The heat

~ransfer

across the

vapour film occurs by conduction and radiation; the contribution by con
vection is usually small.
liquid interface '·
the

hea~ing

The vapour is generated entirely at the vapour

Since there is no solid~liquid qontact the nature of

surface has little effect on the heat

boiling curves

fo~

The film

tran~fer.

most liquids, including cryogenics, ere yery similar.

The vapour-liquid interface oscillates and regularly discharges
vapour bubbles into the liquid.

The bubbles, which are umbrella

ere normally much larger than those in nucleate boiling.

shap~d,

Photographic

st~dies

have shown that vapour bubbles are discharged simultaneously at

c~rtain

distances between bubbles,

(w3).

At te~rature differences greater than lOOOQF heat transfer by
radiation becomes significant.

Radiation may affect the temperature

distripution in the vapour film ·by absorpti:on and emission by the vapoyi-.
The si.tn-ple
no

~onger

~upposition

permissible.

of conduction and ra.d iation heat :transfer is then
Sparrow (85) has shown,

how~ver,

that vapour

participation in radiation heat transfer at low pressures

~s

negligible.

Because film boiling is such a steady process, it was the
regime to be attacked theoretically.

fir~t

A. similarity between film con

densation and fiim boiling was apparent and Bromley (Bll) presented
a derivation for fil.m boiling outside a horizontal tube.

A force and

heat balance for an element of vapour yielded an expression for the
conquQt.i on heat transfer coefficient.

It was shown experimentally

that ther supposition of conduction and radiation was correct.
The minimJlnl heat flux condition is
stable film boiling regime.

be~t · approached

from the

At decreasing surface temperatunes the
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vapour-liquid interface becomes .more wavy.

The wave amplitude grows and

eventually the wave-crests contact the heating surface.

It was polstulated

by Zuber (Z5) that the minimum heat flux was governed by the onset of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

The wave which has the maximum growth rate

determines the hydrodynamic transition and its waV'elength is called the
do.m inant wave length.
Using Zuber's equations and the law of correspondi ng states
Lienhard and Schrock (L4) were able to show a thermodynamic similarity
between the maxi.mum and minimum heat flux, both of which are essentially
governed by hydrodynamic considerations.

The instability theories

(Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor) apply to hydrodynamic transitions
and thus give only two point values on the boiling curve .
Berenson (Bl2) applied the Taylor instability theory to the film
boiling regi.me in order to obtain the bubble spacing and thus deter.mine
the heat transfer coefficient.

Hosler and Westwater (HlO) have con

ducted film boiling experiments on a horizontal plate and obtained good
agreement with Berenson'.s equation.

The average distance between rising

vapour bubbles was found to be the dominant wavelength as was predicted
by the model of Berenson.
The Leidenfrost phenomenon occurs when a drop of liquid rests on
a heating surface without contacting it.

The liquid drop is supported

by a thin vapour film, which is maintained by evaporation from the lower
surface of the drop.

The temperature difference between the liquid drop

and the heating surface corresponds to the film boiling regime.

The heat

transfer to small and large spheroids in film boiling was examined by
Borishansky (Bl)).

l.5 Factors Affecting Boiling
The shape of the boiling curve depends upon a variety of factors,
so.ne of which will be discussed belowo

The following approximate figures

are given in Table l.

TABLE l

Water

450,000

80

15,000

250

Organics

150,000

80

10,000

180

Solid-liquid combination
Since nucleate and transition boiling are governed by local
transient conduction the thermal conductivity of the solid and the liquid
are of importance.

Experi~nts

have indicated that copper and water give

the best heat transfer, provided other conditions are not changed.
In nucleate boilingJ surface tension affects the nucleation process
and the bubble growth during the initial stages.

Jontz and :tw\Yers (J.3)

have shown experimentally that a decrease in surface tension increased
the heat flux.

Roll and )tyers (R4) extended the model proposed by Hsu

(H7) to show that a decrease in surface tension resulted in an increase

in bubble emission frequency and that boiling was initiated at a lower
superheat. , Since surface tension has a stabilizing effect on the vapour
liquid interface, the hydrodynamic transitions occurring at the maximum
and minimum heat flux are affected by a change in surface tension.
Exact knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the triple interface
does not appear to be available from the literature .

It would be of
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great value to have more information on i nterfacial surface tensions,
contact angles and wetting effects.

Work has however been done which

detected a thin liquid film adjacent t o the heating surface, (M5), (Hl2),
(K5 ), (G8).

The experiments support the no• slip condition, which states
0

that the growing bubble cannot displace the l i quid directly in contact
with the heating surface.
bubble.

The

A. thin liquid f i l .m is thus foriood beneath the

rapid vaporization of such a film can cause large local

heat fluxes.
Another property which affects t he bubble nucleation and bubble
growth is the latent heat of vaporization .

A. choice of a liquid fixes

four significant properties (viz, thermal conduct ivity, surface tension,
contact angle and latent heat of vaporization ) and it becomes experi
mentally difficult to estimate the import ance of a single one.
Surface conditions
In nucleate boiling the s urface condition can significantly

alter the slope

and intercept of the boiling curve.

It was observed

by Courty and Foust (C6) that a rough sur f ace yielded l arger boiling
heat fluxes than a smooth surface at t he same temper ature difference.
The effect was attributed to different cavity size distributions, which
affected the surface nucleation.

These as pects have already been dis

cussed above.

By treating the heating surface with non-wettable materials the
boiling phenomena can be altered significantly.

Young and Hummel (Y2)

have treated the heating surface with s.mall teflon spots, which served
as effective nucleating sites.

The s urfa ce temperatur e for boiling in

t he region of isolated bubbles was reduced and the bubble size at

departure was increased.

Gaertner (G5) treated the heating surface with

thin layers of' teflon or silicon grease.

During boiling large-sized

bubbles were generated, which coalesced and formed a continuous vapour
blanket on the heating surface.

The transition to film boiling (maximum

heat tlux) occurred at a much, lower heat flux.
behaviour

h~s

Simil~r

hYdrod\YnatQ.ic

been observed by boiling at low pressure or at zero gravity.

Imptµ"ities in the liquid are deposited on the heating surface.
If'

th~

dep9s:f.t is vecy thin, it may produce effective nucleation sites
the heat transfer.

an~ i~rove

ature
Such a

d~op

For thicker deposits however the temper

across the deposit decreases the effective wall temperature.

oopt~~S

on a hot surface can be used to advantage by encouraging

a ~&J>i"- tren~i tion from film to nucleate boiling, (Cll).

A. low thermal

conductivity material which also has good wetting properties (sodium
silicate) is

~pplied . in

thin layers to the heating surface.

Due to

the low thermal conductivity, the thin layer rapidly attains a surface
temperature corresponding to nucleate boiling.

The quenching of metal

objects thus ocGurs much more rapidly.

When a liquid, which contains dissolved gases, is heated gas
bubbles are f'orJ:ned at the heating surface.

These gas .b ubbles can .then

displace liquid from the cavities in the heating s urf'ace.
earlier very eff'ect1.ve nucleation sites are thus f'orned.

As

discussed

The boiling

of such a liquid is an unsteady-state process witil .all the

g~s.· ts

dep~eted,

We.yner and Kesten (W6) investigated saturated pool boiling of
water using a porous heat source.
thr9ugh tne

po~es

The generated vapoUf was withdrawn

instead of rising through the bulk liquid.

Heat
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fluxes corresponding to those of the isolated bubble regime were obtained
at much lower surface temperatures.
In the film boiling regime the surface characteristics are not
significant except that the emissivity affects the rate of radiant heat
transfer.
by

The film boiling heat transfer can be significantly improved

using a porous heating surface th:i.--ough which the vapour is withdrawn,

Effect of forced convection on boiling
For saturated boiling forced convection
the nucleate boiling curve (Figure 2).
rnechani~m.

Boiling

seen~

h~s

little effect on

to be the dominant

The superheat required for the initiation of boiling however

is increased.

Triis effect can be predicted by the .model of Hsu (H7).

The maximum heat flux is increased, which could be due to enhanced vapour
removal from the heating surface.
Boiling inside a heated tube leads to two-phase flow as shown
in Figure 12.

T.he flow patterns depend upon a variety of factors such

as heat flux, liquid temperature and flow rate.

The different heat

transfer mechanisms along the tube are discussed below.
has been paid to the burn-out problem.? which

a,pp~ars

Ivbst attention

to depend upon the

hydrodynamic stability of a thin liquid film adjacent to the tube wall
(T2).

The burn-out for boiling outside a tube with the liquid flow

parallel to the tube is determined by similar hydrodynamic criteria.
For boiling of a liquid, which is flowing normal to a heated
tube the flow conditions are quite different to those described

abov~.

Vliet and Leppert (Vl) observed the presence of a vapour cavity and a
thin liquid film at the back of the tube.

The depletion of this liquid
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film caused by evaporation leads to local burn-out.
Effect of subcooling on boiling
Subcooling of the liquid causes the vapour bubbles, which
are generated ay the heating surface, to collapse in the bulk of the
liquid.

At large subcooling the vapour bubbles collapse on the heating

surface itself.

The hydrodynamic situation as compared to saturated

nucleate boiling is different, because bubble rise and vapour columns
are absent.

The processes occurring

direct~y

op the heating $urface,

i.e. nucleation, bubble growth and latent heat transport are common
to both subcooled and saturated nucleate boiling.
For steady-state subcooled boiling, a flow system is required
and thus the factor of
boiling curve.

fo~ced

convection is always included in the

The initiation of subcooled boiling occurs at a larger

superheat, but once boiling is fully established subcooling has little
effect on the boiling curve, (Figure

3). However, the maximum heat

flux is considerably increased as shown in Figure

7. The maximum

heat flux is probably determined by vapour bubble coalescence, because
the bubble population on the heating surface is extremely high under
those conditions.
Gunther (G6) studied subcooled boiling of water flowing .p arallel
to a horizontal strip.

~asurements

of the burn-out heat flux, bubble

population and bubble size were made at

differ~nt

pressures.

The bubble

size was found to be less, while the bubble population was greater than
in nucleate boiling.

The bubbles were almost hemispherical

grew and collapsed in a rapid cycle.

~n

shape ·and

An analysis of bubble growth and

collapse has been .made successfully by Zuber (Z3) and Hsu and Graham (H8).
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EFFECT OF FORCED CONVECTION AND SUBCOOLING
ON TEE MAXI;MUM HEAT FLUX OF WATER
REF.: G6
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Shadowgrapps by Gunther

(G6) indicated that the thermal boundary

layer was continually disturbed by the vapour bubbles, thus providing
strong .micro-convection in that layer.

At that ti.me this mechanism was

considered to account for the large heat fluxes of 10,000)000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.
at burn... out.

Rohsenow and Clark (R5) came to the same conqlusion after

showing that the latent heat carried by the vapour bubbles is

relativ~ly

small.
Forster and Greif (F4) suggested that the growing bubbles displace
the superheated liquid into the cold bulk of the liquid.

After collapse

the place of the vapour will be occupied by cooler liquid) which becomes
superheated before nucleati9n occurs again.

Thus a pumping action

results in the thermal boundary layer, such that the heat flux is
relatively unaffected by the level of subcooling or forced convection.
Bankoff (Bl4) observed very high condensation heat transfer
rates to single bubbles growing in subcooled water.

It was concluded

that mass transfer (latent heat transport) across the bubble by evapora
tion at the bubble base and condensation at the bubble top was dominant
at high heat fluxes.
work by Moore and

Bankoff's work is therefore complementary to the

~sler

(M5). The heat transfer appears to be a two

stage process of thin fil.rri. evaporation and subsequent condensation.

An

increase in subcooling or forced convection w;i.11 essentially affect the
rate of condensation resulting in a reduction of the maxi.mum bubble size
and bubble life as ooserved by Gunther

(G6).

In the transition and film boiling regimes the heat transfer has
been observed to increase significantly with subcooling

(M8).

A. theo•

retical analysis of subcooled film boiling has been made by Cess and

Sparrow (ClO), (S6).
Geometr;r and orientation
The geometry of the heater determines its ther.rnal capacity
and influences the hydrodynamic flow patterns in the liquid.
If the heating wire is less than the .maximum bubble '5ize, coalescence
of vapour bubbles can easily occur.

The wire then becomes locally

i~

sulated by the vapour and because of its low ther.rnal capacity rapidly
overheats at constant heat-flux operation.

A low maximum heat flux

can be obtained and the curvature of the boiling curve at the maximum.
heat flux can be signifiGantly changed.

Electric heaters with a large

thermal capacity can be considered as operating at constant temperature,
(ITT), (G5).

The liquid flow patterns on a horizontal plane surface differ
from those from a tube and could affect the boiling curve near the
.maximum heat flux ( C9) •
The orientation of a plane heating surface in the gravitational
field has a significant effect on the nucleate boiling heat transfer.
The heat transfer in the region of isolated bubbles is largest for a
vertical heating surface and smallest for a surface facing downwards

(G7), the difference being probably due to bubble motion in the ther:qial
boundary layer.
In film boiling a horizontal plane surface yields about the same
heat flux as a small vertical surface at the same surface temperature.
In both conditions the flow in the vapour film is considered to be
laminar.

A tall vertical plane surface, however, allows a larger heat

flux due to turbulent convection in the vapour film, (H13)·
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2.

Liquid Film Flow
2.1

Introduction

Because of the improved heat and mass transfer, much attention
has been given to thin film flow over the last 50 years.
The studies were usually restricted to two-di.mensional flows by
considering film flow inside and outside of vertical tubes and also on
inclined planes.

The effect of a stationary gas

and thus is omitted from these studies.

phase is negligible

The surface of the liquid film

is usually disturbed by waves and ripples, which make an exact study of

the flow difficult.
The flow of liquid films is characterized by a relation between
the film Reynolds number(Ie)and a dimensionless film thickness(NT),
(Figure 8).

Depending upon the Reynolds number three regimes of flow

can be identified:
(i)

smooth-laminar flow

(ii)

w avy-laminar flow

(iii)

turbulent flow

The transition to wavy-laminar flow occurs at Re

= 10.

planes, the angle of inclination has an effect on this
transition to turbulent flow occurs at Re

= 400.

For inclined
transition~

The flow is con

sidered to be fully turbulent at Re> 800.
The disturbances in the liquid film are characterized by the
Froude and Weber nu.mPers, which determine the onset of waviness and
the wave properties.
An extensive review of thin liquid flow has been presented
by Fulford (Fl).

The
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2.2 Laminar Film Flow
In the laminar flow
line.

regi~s

the film flow is essentially stream

In the smooth-laminar regime the surface of the frilm is smooth and

wi.thout any disturbances.

In the wavy-laminar regime the surface is

disturbed by waves, which however do not disturb the streamline flow.
Usi.ng Poiseuille flow Nusselt derived the equation for smooth-laminar
flow.

It has been shown experimentally, that this theory can be applied

up to Re = 300.

Wavy-laminar flow has been exanuned by Kapitza (Ll)

and it was shown that, for a first approximation, the waves do not affect
the .mean film thickness.
At low liquid flow rates regular waves occur, while higher flow
rates cause roll waves, which have a steep front and a sloping back.

It

is observed that if the Weber number(We)is greater than LO, capilla;ry
waves (short wavelength) are formed.

If the Froude number (Fr) is greater

than 1.5, gravity waves (long wavelength) are formed.

The wave velocity
.,

is usually greater than the surface velocity of the film.
For very thin liquid films the capillary (surface tension) forces
play an important part in the flow pattern, since they have about the
same magnitude as the viscous forces.
surface becomes difficult and
2.3

d~J

Uniform wetting of the solid

patches easily form.

Turbulent Film Flow

The turbulent ftlow is initiated at the break in the curve of
Figure 8.

Although the turbulent film is usually very rippled, the

theoretical treatments assume a smooth turbulent film.

Dukler and

Bergelin (Dl) have applied Nikuradse's universal velocity profile
to thin film flow.

The film is divided into a subla.minar layer, a
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buffer layer and a turbulent layer.

The dimensionless velocity is a

unique function of the dimensionless distance from the wall.

The theory

covered t he laminar and turbulent flow regime and predicted the

tran~ition

and film thickness fairly well.
Levich (Ll) has pointed out that the velocity pomponent of the
eddy velocity in a direction perpendicular to the interface must vanish.
Hence the turbulence is damped in the vicinity of the free surface by
forc es opposing that component.

'Ihe turbulence damping is said to be

caused by surface tension, which prevents the turbulence eddies from
s pl ashing through the liquid surface.

2.4 Factors Affecting Film Flow
The behaviour of the liquid film can be altered by effects such
as par allel gas flows, surface active agents and surface waves.

The

effects of hydrodynamic and thermal instabilities on the liquid film
f low will be discussed separately.
Entry zone
When a liquid film is formed on an inclined plane a smooth
r egion exists before surface waves appear.

The length of this region

depends upon the liquid flow rate, the parallel gas flow rate and the
fl ow~ entry

conditions.

t he liquid flow rate.

The length of the smooth region increases with
It has been observe4 that the length of the smooth

region coi ncides with the position where the boundary
equals t he film thickness.

A

lay~r

t hickness

cocurrent or countercurrent gas flow

decreases the length of the smooth entry region considerably • ...
In the smooth entry zone the liquid film thickness is usually
larger t han in fully established flow.
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Parallel gas flows
A gas flow, either cocurrent or countercurrent, parallel to
the liquid film usually introduces an interfacial shear.

In general it is

f'cund that for all flow regimes the film thickness decreases with in
creasing cocurrent flow and increases with increasing countercurrent flowf
In a turbulent liquid film, the film thiclu1ess is not affected at low gas
flow rates.

Dukler (D2) has presented an analysis of the velocity distri

bution in cocurrent downward f;Low.

The model considered turbule;nce near

the wall and showed that the dimensionless velocity was dependent upon
the dimensionless distance from the wall and upon a para.mete:tt involving
the interfacial shear.

Agreement with data was good.

Surface waves
When a horizontal liqui.d interface is subjected to random
disturbance s the interface becomes locally d.isplaced and is no longer in
equilibrium.

The surface energy and potential energy

a plane surface.

~re

a mini.mum for

Thus the restoring forces are surface tension and

gravity for horizontal film flow, and only surface tension for vertical
film flO'W.

Because of inertia the liquid particles at the O.isplaced

interface overshoot the equilibrium position and surface waves are
produced.

If no damping is present these oscillations continue

indefinitely.

The viscosity of the liquid has a damping effect on the

waves by dissipating energy into heat.

Waves of s.m all wavelength are

damped. .more rapidly by viscosity than those of long wavelength.

The

pr esence of a wall also causes so.me damping; the thinner the liquid
f'ilm the greater is the effect of the walls on the damping of the "?aves.
To .maintain a wave in a viscous liquid, the energy that is
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dissipated by the wave-motion must be continually supplied to the liquid.
This can occur by energy transference from a parallel gas stream or by
L:)ss of potential energy in gravity flow.

If the energy tranE?fer exceeds

t hat of dissipation the waves grow, leading to spray formation at the
wave-crests.

The flow instabilities leading to wave-formation and wave

destruction will be considered below.
Surface-active agents
Experiments have shown that surface waves are damped by
surface-active agents.
(11), (Wl).

This has been predicted theoretically by Levich

The change in surface tension itself does not cause damping.

The surface-active material produces a film on the liquid surface which is
subjected to stretching.

A change in concentration of the surface-active

material at the liquid surface results in a tangential surface-tension
fbree, which stabilizes the interfacial motion.
said to exhibit surface elasticity.
affected by surface-active materials.
soluble surface-active agents.

Only

The liquid surface is

capi~lary

waves, however, are

This applies to soluble and in

For soluble ones it is assumed tbat the

diffusion is slow compared to the rate of

surf~ce

deformation.

concentration of the surface-active material is high,

how~ver,

If the
the change

in concentration due to surface deformation becomes small and the damping
effect is reduced again.

This has been observed experimentally.

3. F..ydrod;ynarnic Instabilities of Liquid Films
I

A liquid film becomes hydrodyna.mically unstable when its flow
pattern changes (01).

The onset of the transition to another type of

flow is of' importance in equipment design and theorie$ have been
developed to predict the transition.

A linearized perturbation theory
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is usually used, which predicts the onset of the transition, but which
yields no information about the new flow pattern.

The theory considers

small disturbances with exponential ti.me growths in two-di.mens ional .m odels.
A flow however

WBY

be metastable in that the iqstability

h~s

been triggered, i.e. there are no small disturbances in the flow.

not

No

~xact

knowledge of the triggering mechanism appears to be available, except
that it can be internal or external of the flow.

This trigger effect

could account for some of the discrepancy between the predicted and
experimentally determined values for the onset of the transition.

The

behaviour of the SlijOoth entry zone with respect to a parallel gas flow
and the stability of the liquid flow on a vertical plate (Tl) (Bl) should
be noted here.
Some of the instabilities in t hin film flow will be mentioned
bel ow .

The effect of heat transfer on the"stability of liquid films is

discussed in a later section.
3.1 Tollmien-Schlichting Instability
The flow of a homogeneous fluid at low flcrw-rates and fo:r a
partic ular geometry can be considered streamline.

The liquid under

those conditions can sustain the imposed shear stress.

At a certain

larger f'low rate and when s.m all disturbances are present in the liquid,
the shear stress becomes larger than that which can be sustained by
viscosity .

The

disturb~nces

are then selectively damped or amplified

in the boundary layer and produce a travelling wave.
grow, the flow beco.mes unstable and transition to
This transition has been described by the

When these waves

turbul~nt

flow occurs.

Tollmien-Sqhlichting in

stabi lity (Sl) (Rl) and is characterized by the Reynolds Number.
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The mean flow (laminar) with the superimposed disturbances is
a1:;:swned

to obey the Navi er -Stokes equations , which simplify to the Orr

So.mmerf eld equation (Sl).

The Or r - So.mrnerfeld equation thus describes

the transition and an analysis has shown that the velocity profile in t he
boundary- layer is of prime importance in determining stability.
Heat transfer to a flu i d changes the velocity profile and
Schlichting (Sl) postulates that heating of a liquiq would render the
f l ow more stable.

3.2 Gravity Flow
An instability in thin film flow arises when it is subjected to
gravity flow on an inclined plane.

Benjamin

(~l)

has examined this case

for laminar flow, where the instabi l i ty leads to surface waves.
a.nalys is is also based on the Orr -So.m.merfeld equation.
the flow on a vertical plate is always urnitable.

The

It is shown that

Smooth films have been

observed however and Benj amin explains this by the g;reat length of the
li. q·;~id

fi l m t hat is required for the ampli f i cation of the waves.
~a ilby

and Portalski (Tl), who extended the theory of Kapitza

(Ll)J predict stability below a certain liquid flow rate on a vertical
plate ..

They have conf'irmed this with experi:rrental data.

Their theory

is based upon an integral solution of the Navier-Stokes equation upon
which small perturbations are

s u~ rpo sed.

3.3 Parallel Gas Flow
An instability of a horizont al l i quid film occurs, when a gas
stream pas s es parallel over it.
Grinkling and wave formation.

The shear at the interface leads to
Various models dealing with uniform.

flows have been proposed, of whi ch the Kelvin-Helmholtz model is one.

A perturbation approach is commonly used leading to the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation.

The models differ in their assumptions of the boundary con

3.i.t.ions .

In the Kelvin-Helmholtz .model (Cl) the plane interface is found
t o be unstable for any velocity difference between t;he film and the gas.

An energy transfer across the interface due to the shearing action
accounts for the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

The

~nergy

supplied

must be sufficient to overcome the inertia and the surface tension in
the plane interface,. since the viscosity is being neglected.

Thus

~

criterion is established for the onset of the Kelvin-Helmholtz in
s t ability which is characterized by the Richardson number (J)..
tension has a stabilizing effect on this instability.

Surface

If the film is

very t hin, the shear in the liquid is no longer negligible and work
must be done against viscosity.

The wall thus has a stabilizing effect.

Miles (Ml) considers the Kelvin- Helmholtz instability as a
static instability in which the shear produces disturbances that are
in phase with the displacement of the film surface.

Miles (M2) has

proposed a model for liquid films in Couette flow, in which only those
waves for which the wave speed is equal to the mean flow speed of the
cocurrent gas, can absorb energy fro.m the gas stream.

Thus the

d.:i.sturbances in phase with the slope of the waves are considered as
leading to instability .

The component of the disturbance in phase

wi.th the slope o:f the wave is much more effective for a relatively
invisoi.d fluid like water than :for a, very viscous fluid like oil,
where:a s static instability appears as the more efficient .mechanism
fer the viscous fluid.

Miles (.Ml) concludes that the Kelvin-Helmholtz
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instability is not responsible for the initial f'or.mation of water waves.
~e ~els

are simplified by not taking account of the full inter

action between the gas and liquid flow, i.e. the effect of waves on gas
veloci"tfy profile.

Benjamin (B2) has described some of the more compli

'cated models •
4t the present ti.me

exp~ri.ments

have not shown clearly what model

of instabiJ,.1ty can be observed, (Kl), (Hl), (Ol) J
"At

la~ge

( Cl4).

gas flow rates the wavy flow becoxres unstable; large

Q.istu:tlbence .waves are for.med which travel rapidly along the surface of
the

li~uid

surface.

The waves have a

f'ilm.

mil~y

appearance due to a very ruffled

The wave amplitude is usually sufficiently large to cause a

break-up of the wave-crests into liquid drops.

(N2).

gas stream results

Thus entrainment into the

A. thin substrate of film re~ins attached to the

wall, while most of the liquid 1I10ves in the waves.

It appears that the

substrate is just able to sustain the shear due to the gas flow, (Al).
The onset of these conditions
eq4ipment size.
and

Koest~l

i~

of importance in determining

Tbe perturbation theories have been extended by Ostrach

(Ol) and also by Zuber (Zl), although it is realized that

they only apply to small wave amplitudes.
energy and

mo~ntum

wave amplitudes.
At

pre~ent

Little is known about the

transfer between the gas and 'the liquid at large

The form drag on the waves must also be considered.

the pnset of entrain.ment from the wave-crests is determined

experimental.ly.
Entrainment is well known in annular two-phase flow, but in
sufficient data are available.

A critical review c£ the knowledge in

tl+is :rield has been given by Acrivos (Al).

Observation by Col.lier and

Hewitt (C2) showed that the liquid entrainment increases with l i quid and
gas flow rate as would be expectedo

At large total water flow rates , the

1i quid film thickness and film fl ow rate were observed to be independent

of the total water flow rate an.d der;re>:lsed. with increas:Lng gas flow rate.

An increase in the total water flow rate resulted in an increase in en
trainment while the liquid f'i.lm flow rate remained constant .

In two

phase flow two mechanisms of liquid transfer occur: the entrainment of
drops f'rom the liquid film and the droplet deposition from the gas core.
The

J~nterchange

of 1:1.quid i.s very rapiti .

3 .1~ Gravi.ty Flow with Parallel Gas Flow
This is an extension of the two cases discussed above.

The

instability is due to tw o factors; gas flow and gravity flow and
essily leads to fcnnation o:f' roll. waves with long wavelengths .

Hanratty

and Hershnian (H2) have examined. this instability for a turbulent gas .

Integral .mass and momentum bala:nces for the combined gas and liquid flows
were used together wi.th superposed small disturbances .

The results were

in agree.ment with experiments and compared well with the Benjamin model,
i:f. the gas flow was zero.,

3.5 Rayleigh.,,Taylor

Irn.;:~bi. lity

Another type of instabili.ty oec urs when two fluids of different
density (gas and liquid) are in contact and an acceleration is directed
from the dense t o the less dense fluid .

The denser fluid thus tends to

displace the less dense fluid o The instability of the plane interface
between the two f'luid.s is c alled Rayleigh=Tay.lor instability .
The mathe1mtical analysis based on small disturbances is pre ...

sented by Chandrasekhar (Cl) f'or various properties of the fluids .
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Surface tension and viscosity have small stabilizing effects by influencing
only certain wavelengthso

If the effects of surface tension and viscosity

are neglected, the arrangement is always unstable.

Again the stability

theory only applies t o small disturbances and cannot be applied to the
large amplitudes observed by Emmor...s et al (El).

They have obtained sone

data for the disintegration of liquid spikes, which may have so.me relevance
to the entrainment from wave crests.

4.

Heat Transfer to Liquid Films
It has been known for a long time that the heat transfer rate to

liquid films is greater than that for full pipe flow.

Much work has been

done on liquid film heat transfer in the thirties, but attention has
essentially been focussed on overall heat transfer coefficients.

The

study of local heat transfer coefficients however leads to a much better
understanding of the processes involved.

4.1 Stationary Liquid Films
Heidrich (H14) has invest igated the evaporation without boiling
from superheated: water.

The observed mass flux corresponded to a heat

flux of 6,ooo BTU/hro s q. f t for an average superheat of i6oF.
Jakob and Linke (Jl) and Yamagata et al (Yl) have observed that
the heat transfer coefficient for nucleate boiling from a horizontal plate
increased with decreasing liquid depth, (Figure

9). The liquid thickness

approached the thickness of the t hermal boundary layer described by Jakob

(J2).
It would be of interest to study the effects of a parallel gas
flow (steam or air) on these evaporation processes.
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4.2

Gravit y Flow

For wall temperat ures well below the boiling point of the liquid
it has been shown b y M:!Adams (M3) that the film heat transfer coefficient
can be described by
D2
=

(B~8)

4b(D-b)

where hp is the heat transfer coefficier:t when t he pipe is fl owing full
at the same mass flow r ate .

Both flows are turb ulent.

diameter of the pipe and b the f ilm thi ckr..ess .

D is the inside

Us ually t he heat transfer

coefficient is fo und t o be increased. by a factor of about 2.2.
Nusselt was fi r st to derive the equation f or heat t r ansfer to
smooth-laminar liqui d f i lms .

He f .... und that the heat t r ansfer decreased

with Reynolds number due to the increasing film thickness.

Dukler (D2)

used the universal vel ocity profile to estimate the local heat transfer
coefficient and was t hereby able to cover the lami nar and turbulent
flow regimes quite successful ly .
Portalski (Pl) has shown that in wavy-laminar flow reverse flow
occurs in the wave -val leys and that thi.s leads t .o eddies.

These provide

good mixing i n the liquid fi l m and acc ount fo:r the high heat transfer.
Chand and Rosson (C8 ) have measured the local heat flux to liquid films
flowing down a vertical s urface .

Their results showed that the local

heat flux oscillat ed with the s ame frequancy as the waves on the film
surface.
A detailed examination on heat transfer to thin water films

flowing outside long verti.cal tubes has been made by Wi lke (W2).
pipe was heat ed by an upward flow of hot water, such that heating

The

occ~red

at constant te.mperature difference, but varying wall temperature.

Measurements indioated that the thermal entry zone was about 1.5 ft long,
after which the heat transfer coefficient remained constant.

The length

of the entry zone remained fairly constant for film Reync;:>lds numbers up
~o ~000.

A.

plot of the local average heat transfer coefficient (disre

garding data from the entry zone) against the Reynolds number gave a
curve with . 3 breaks at Re= 200, Re= 400 and Re= 800, (Figure 10).
The last two transition Reynolds numbers corresponded to the well-known
change in hydrodyna.mic flow as outlined above.

The first transition at

Re .• 200 couid not be attributed to a change in the flow pattern.

At

Re < 200 the measurenents followed the Nusselt equation for heat transfer
to .smooth ..latµinar liquid films.

The measurements of the velocity and

temperature profile showed that at the first transition both profiles
ceased to be linear for the whole film thickness and a thinner boundary
~ayer

was es·t ablished in the liquid film.

It is of interest to note

here that the ratio of the wave-velocity to the mean stream velocity
reaches a minimum value of about 1.5 at Re

~

100 for water (Fl).

Garwin and Kelly (Gl) have investigated the heat transfer to
turbulent water films flowing over an inclined plate.

The plate was

by steam and gave a constant wall temperature.

They obtained

heE;i~ed.

an equation for the heat transfer coefficient at a mean fil.m temper
ature of 93°F.
(B-9)

where 8 is the angle of inclination of the plate and G the mass flow
1

rate per unit breadth, (lbrn/hr.ft).

The equation agrees satisfactorily
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with the equation given by McAdams (M.3) for film flow inside vertical pipes

1/3

1/3

(B-10)

Bressler (B3) investigated the flow of water films flowing over a
vertical plate which was heated by steamo

The unheated plate was wetted

well by the water, but small ripples were present.

If the water was

introduced at a higher temperature, the water surface was much smoother.
When the plate was heated to near the boiling point, the liquid film con
tracted at the sides and the wetting was reduced.
occurred.

Intense evaporation

Bubbles were formed at the limits of wetting.

At higher wall

temperatures still, the lower region of the film began to boil.
bursting of bubbles caused spray formationo

The

Three regions were recognized:

a heating section, a region where the first bubbles were formed and a
region in a state of vigorous boiling.

By blowing air over the film with

a fan, the bubble size was reduced considerably and evaporation took place
essenti~lly

from the film surface.

At low water flow rates the heated

plate was difficult to wet and the liquid passed along the plate in
individual streams.
agents.

Wetting was .much improved by using surface active

Boiling occurred then at lower surface temperatures.
Heat transfer measurements were difficult in that the heat transfer

area and film thickness changed continuously .

The observed boiling heat

transfer at law heat fluxes up to 60,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft agreed well with
the boiling curve of' Jakob and Linke (Jl).
from 0.008" to 0.032".

The film thickness ranged

No enhancernent due to film flow was observed.
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..Si.m iler experiments have been carried out by Norman and Mcintyre
(Nl), who used a vertical tube heated externally by steam or

flowing hot water.
surface

Experiments under non-boiling conditions, but with

te.mp~ratures

..
fi:).ms at

rapidly~

close to the boiling point of water, showed that

:\

liqu~d

~e

<

500 were unstable.

The Reynolds number at which

instability '.occurred depended upon the liquid film temperature.

The

instability led to dry patch formation which caused a decrease in the
apparent film heat transfer coefficient.

The Nusselt equation for

uniform film flow was r..o longer found to be applicable.
For the boiling experiments the water was introduced at its
boiling point.

At high surface temperatures the data fitted the nucleate

boiling curve.

However the flowrate (film thickness) appeared to have

a significant effect at lower surface temperatures, (Figure 11).
Although incomplete wetting took place at a low flow rate (0.0038°)
the average heat flux was
thic~ess

o~

the same magnitude as at a greater film

(0,0056 11 ), when complete wetting occurred. This probably

indicates that the local heat flux for the thinner film is even higher
than that indicated.
·complete wetting was said to ocucr at a film thickness

of

o,oo45 11 ; high average heat fluxes of 40,000 B'L'U/hr.sq.ft were obtained
at temperature differences of only 5-10°F.
dir~ct

This was attributed to

evaporation from the thin film surface with conduction and con

vection through the film, · (Discussion N1).
increased the heat transfer rate decreased.
with the Nusselt equation.

As the film thickness was
This trend is in agreement

However, the experimental heat transfer

rates were from 3 to 5 times higher than the values calculated from
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that equation.
The effect of surface _evaporation on the heat transfer was apparently
not observed oy Bressle;r- (B3), for film thicknesses greater than 0.008 11
were used,
4,3
A.

Parallel Gas Flow

shea~

on a liquid film produced by a parallel gas flow affects

the velocity distribution in the film.
creased as has

be~n

The heat transfer is thereby in

shown by Dukler (D2).

· Studies have beep made essentially in annular
vertical pipes,
et al

(CS) and

f~r

this is the simplest geometry to analyse.

~ennett

et al

flows in

two-~h~s~

Collier

(B5) suggest the following mechanisms fqr

heat transfer, (Figure 12).
(1)

f?ubcooled nucleate boiling

(ii)

saturated nucleate boiling

{iii)

surface evaporation

(iv)

two~phase

forced

(t~o-phase

c~nvection

forced convection of film)

(dry wall condition).

At a pertain rosition ·along the tube saturated nucleate boiling in the
liquid. film is suppressed (H3).

This is due to surface evaporation

(equival"'nt to subcooling of the liquid film) and forced convection
(because of

th~

increasing shear on the liquid fiLm by the vapour flow).

Collier et al ( C5) have used the .model of Hsu (H7) to predict the wail
temperature at the point of suppression of nucleate boiling.

When t4e

liquid film is in the state of nucleate boiling the heat transfer can
be

desc~ibed

by the ·pool boiling cu;rve.

However in the forced convective

region of the film heat fluxes similar to those in boiling were obtained
at

lowe~

wail temperatures.

Heat may also be transferred from the liquid
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FLOW PATTERNS IN TWO-PHASE FLOR HEAT TRANSFER
REF.: C5, B5
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film to the vapour core by entrainment of superheated
droplets

evaporat~

These hot

liqui~.

r ·a pidly to decrease their superheat.

The occurrence of these four mechanisms depend upon the .massi flow
rate, heat flux and pipe length.
quality of the flow.

They can be characterised by the steam

Each of these mechanisms can lead to burnout at

different heat flux levels, (Figure 13).

Burnout occurs when the liquid

is no longer in contact with the heater surface.
the flow is

e~sentially

tiquid and the burnout is due to the transition

from, nucleat~ .to fil.m:,boiling.
s~d~rably

out

e~ists

At low steam qualities

In film bo~ling

tbe beat transfer is con

reduced and causee overheating of the wall.
which appears tq be

ind~pendent

A

region of

of the heat flux.

postulated that in that region the quality of the flow is

It is

sue~

hydrodynamic instapilities dominant in deter.mining burnout.

burn~

to make

Carr (c4)

was able to correlate this ·hyd:riodynamic effect successfully using 2it1Qer's
mechar+ism (Zl) of droplet

entr~inment

from a liquid film.

At high

st~a.m

qualities the flow consists of a vapour core carrying small droplets of
liquid and a

~hi~

layer of liquid attached to the wall.

The film thickness

ranges from 0.001 11 to o.01on and the film heat. flux ranges from 105 to
6

10 B~U/qr.sq.ft. The · film thickness in the direction of flaw decreases
due to evaporation and entrainment.

The vapour flow and hence the inter

fac1ai shear on the liquid film increases in the direction of flow and
causes surface waves.

These waves can cause a

break~up

of the liqQid

film by encouraging d;ry spot formation, which then .may lead to burn
out.

However, Berenson and Stone (Bl7) have made a photographic study

of annular two-phase flow and concluded that the thin liquid film on the
heating surfaye form;!d dry spots because of vaporization and not because
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REF.: C4
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it was hydrodyna.m:i.,cally unstable.
The theoreticai models consider that the critical heat flux con
dition is obtained when the - liquid
entrainment from liquid film)

consumpt~on

exc~eds

rate

(vaporiz~tion

the liquid supply rate (from liquid

upstream and by droplet deposition from vapour core).
visuali~ations

{B~ ),

and

The particular flow

for the .models differ in stressing certain mechanisms, (C3 ),

(T2).

5. Thermal
Instabilities in Liquid Fil.ms
;
I (
When a liquid film is heated effects occur which cause. a change in
flow pattern or lead to Q.isrtiption of the continuous film.

The hydrodynamic

instabilities disc4ssed above should be borne in mind here too.

5,i Benard Instability .

"'

If a stationary liquid film is heated from below an adverse density
gradient ErXistq, such that the denser liquid rests upon a liquid layer of
lower density.

Such a system is top heavy and

the gravitational field.
its Viiscosity.

will . rea~range

it9elf in

The flow of the liquid is however inhipited by

The system ;ls J?Otentially unstable, but the instability

does QOt set in until the temperature gradient reaches a critical value.
The onset of the instability is characterised by the Rayleigh number (Ra),
(Cl), (al).,

Once the instability has set in, the liquid is divide4 into

uniform cells, in which natural convection occurs.

If the liquid film

.moves v:qrtex rolls are produced, the nat-ure of which depends upon the
magnitude of the superposed velocity.

During the heating of flowing liquid films dry f?pots can be
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formed on the heating surface as a result of the heat transfer process.
The liquid film under these conditions breaks up and no longer wets the
surface uµiformly.

Some of the mechanisms of dry spot formation are

discussed below, (Figure 14),
Thermocapillary .effect
Thin film fl,.ow at low Reynolds numbers ·is usually wavy. Heat
transfer to

th~

liquid film enhances waviness due to the thermocapillary

effect, '(s3) 9 (Nl).

A. temperature gradient in the surface of the liquid

causes a surface tension gradient.

Tpe temperatur e of the liquid surface

in a wave valley is greater than that at the wave.- cj:est.
liquid into the wave-crest occttrs.

~he

Thus a flow of

wave.;.val],.ey is deepened, ·which

increases the effecif caused by further heat t:ransfer to the thinner
section~

A. dry spot may thus be formed from a p.eepened. wave-valley.
I{su et al (H4)

thermocapillary effect,

have examined liquid film destruction by the
The theoretical treatment fixes an entry length

.

for the thermal boundary layer to attain the film thickness of the wave

valley.

'

Only after this entry length can · temperature variations occur

at the liquid..vapour interface,

The magnitude of the temperature Viaria

tion at ,the surface depends upon the heat flux and determines whether
the flow o/ liquid. away from the wave.• valley
cause the formation of dry spots.
agreement with the theory.
abse::r;-ved at

~

s'ufficiently large to

The experin-iental data were in fair

As an example,

film Reynolds number of

unst~l:?le

dry spots were

175 and a mean

0,012"; the film temperl;lture was 140°F

•

i~

~nd

~il.m

the heat flux

thickness of

66,ooo

BTU/hr.sq.ft •

At large Reynolds numbers the surface waves cause sufficient

mixing ta eliminate the temperature gradient at the surface.

For
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MECHANISMS OF DRY SPOT FORMATION
REF.: S3
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turbulent films this thermocapillary effect cannot occur.
Vapour thrust e.f fect
At :wall temperatures near the boiling point of the liquid, v~porizath~

tion at
a

oeuse~

liquid surface becomes significant

vapo~

ting

1nte~f'ace.

thus

tend~

to

(s3). This vaporization

thrust, because of the change of .momentum at the evapora
The vapour thrust acts towards the heating surface and

~educe

the thickness of the liquid film.

The pressure of

the vapour thrust is given by
p -

L
PL

wh~re

(g/A)

~s

p

v

(B-11)

the heat flux at the evaporating interface.

At a heat flux

of 1 1 000;000 BTU/hr.sq.ft the pressure of the vapour tlu-ust is 0.012 11 H20

for an

~vaporating

waterfilm.

For very thin fil.ms, which have a high rate

of' evep9ration, this vapour thrust effect becomes dominant in determining
the stability of the interface.
~he

presence of waves in the liquid film enhances dry spot formation

in the wave-valleys, because the heat transfer and hence the vapour thrust is
lerg~st

in

~ucb

iocations.

The vapour thrust effect also occurs in turbulent

liquid f1lrns,

Bubble growth effect
When the wall temperature exceeds the boiling p9int of the liquid,
vapour ,bubbles are formed at the heating surface.

At high liqui4 temperatures

tqese 'bubbles grow and burst through the liquid film
dry spo"t formation result.
~nd

(s3).

Liquid spray and

The bubble size depends upon the film flow rate

subcqoling; an increase in either of these factors decreases the bubble

size and hence the bubble growth effect.

An average maximum bubble size for
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subcooled nucleate boiling is 0, ·o 40", ( G6).

Dry patc h stability
I

Once a dry spot has been formed by one .of the above
it may

mec~anis .ms,

into a dry patch or be wetted again with liquid.

ex~and

Surface

tension forces, film flow conditions and the heat flux must be con
sidered during this transient process.

At very high heat flmces· the dry

spot may easily overheat to wall temperatures corres,ponding to film
boiling conditions,
Considering non-boiling conditions, the stability of a dry
patch rpay

P-

point

b~

described by a simple forGe

b~lance

on the stagnation

(Figure 15)~

dy

=o:

a1

-

a 2 cos

(B.. 12)

~

This equation ind;tcates that the flow may sweep the patch downstream,
while surface tension may II19Ve it upstream. .Thus a criterion for the
minimum wetting rate of the liquid on a solid surface is established.
The liquid flow rate can be reduced . however below the minimum
rate

(14,w,R,),

wett~ng

if there is no .mechanism for dry spot formation.

Nor.man and Mcintyre ( Nl)

observe~

requined to wet the inside of a heated

the .minimum water flow rates

vertic~l tube~

The ;M.W.R. was

found to increase with wall temperature and decrease with the liquid
entry

tem~rature,

~,W,R,

approacb,ed

This is in agreement with the above equation.
~

The

maximum for all liquid entry temperatures at a

wall temperature of about 220°F (when boiling was initiated/ and then
decreased again, . At flow rates slightly larger than the M.W .R. the

DRY PATCH STABILITY
REF.: H5
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fil.m surface was observed to be unstable, :i.eading to local thickening
and

thinnin~

attribµt~d

of the :fil.m.

to surface

The instability and dry patch formation was

ten~ion

A ~arallel gas

effects in the liquid $Urface.

f~ow c~anges

the liquid film velocity and

additional forces affect the crite~ia.

Murga~~oyd

(M4) examined

shear and form forces at the stagnation point and showed them to have
~ugge~ted

a wetting effect as

by .the data of Hewitt and Lacey (H6).

The latter workers have qonffirmed the trend of the model, in that in
creasing ga? flow rates decrease the M.W.R.
ptaub and Zuber

(~3)

have also extended this model to account

for surface tension variations and for the vapour thrust effect.
profile of the

li~uid

angle as mentioned
~l

~n

at the stagnation point
the

di~cussion

of

depen~s

~efer~nce

~he

upon the contact

(Nl).

The profile

have a significant effect on the forces which determine the
of the dry patch,

stabi~ity

5,3 Liquid Film Destruction
When the heat
wall

t~mp~ratures,

flm~

to the liquid film is large, i.e. at large

vigorous boiling occurs in the liquid film.

boiling can lead to the destruction of the liquid film.
upon the

film~flow

rate two

hy~rodynamic

patterns dan

The

Depending

develo~.

These

may be compared to the burnout conditions in two-phase flow in a
vertic~l ~ipe

as mentioijed above.

At low :film-flow rates the bubble growth effect causes . much
spray

~or.mation

and thereby reduces the

film then evaporates
At

hi~h

co.mpl~tely

f~lm

thickness.

The liquid .

by surface evaporation and boiling.

film-flow rates the liquid does not evapo+ate completely,
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but will cover

ar~as

of the heating surface in which the wall

corresponds to the film boiling regi.me.
not contact the heating s4rface.

t~.mperature

in such areas the liquid will

The liquid

fil.musu~lly

contracts into

streaI!JS which fl_ow over a vapour 'blanket on the heating surface., (Plate 1).
Leidenfrpt?t (L2) has described this hydrodynamic behaviour.

C.

EQUIPMENT

1.

Introduction
So.me preliminary experiments were carri ed out by pass i ng films

of water and organic liquids over an electrically heated stainless
steel plate.

Besides giving sorre guidance for the construction of

the final boiling equipment, so.me visual obser vations on the liquid
film break-up were made.

Plate l shows the co.mplexity of t he hydro

dynamic pattern.
The hydrodynamic pattern was considerably simplif i ed by

intr o~

ducing a thin section in the boiling plate as shown in Figure 16.

A

specific region of destruction of the liquid film could be observed
where the liquid separated from the solid surface.

Under stead.y

conditions the flow pattern was stable with time, was two-dimensional
and could be reproduced easily.

Experimental investigation was

greatly aided by this simplification.
2.

Apparatus
'):'he experiments consisted essentially of introduc ing water or

benzene through a
inclined, hot

narro~1

~etal

slot to produce a thin liquid filiri over an

surface.

The break-up of the liquid film as i t

entered the film boiling regime was photographed with a high-speed
Fastax camera.

The heat transfer rate per unit ar ea was .meas ur ed

under conditions of nucleate and film boiling by employi ng heat-flux
meters which were an integral part of a copper plate .

Two experi

.m ental boiling surfaces were employed, a chromed copper plate
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and. an unplated copper plate.

A detailed description of the apparatus is

given below •
2.i

Liquid Circulating 8yste.m

The liquid

f~owing

over the boiling plate was continuously cir

culate'd as shown in Figure 17.

The constant head tank supp;I.ied a constant

flow rate to the boiling plate.

The flow could be adjusted by a valve

and was measured with a calibra,ted Fischer and Porter rQtameter (FP

3/4

2lG 10/80 tube, TGSVT-54 float).
The

~iquid

after passage over the boiling plate flowed into a

collecting tank from where it was pumped by a gear pump at aQout 5 gal./
min. into the constant

tank.

he~d

An overflow line allowed some of the

liquid to be returned to the collecting tank.

The return i1ne frqm the

pump to the head tank was equipped with a water cooler and an electric
heater, so

th~t

the temperature of the liquid could be controlled.

The vapour, which was generated on the boiling plate, was passed
to

~

condenser, which was fixed to the tiltable plate

boiler assembly.

sup~orting

The condensate was collected in a glf3,SS

vess~l

which ;Lt was transferred at inte:rvals to the collecting tank.
vapou~·

suction was

ap~lied

the
f:i;-om

Some

to the condenser in order to reduce leaks

into th$ atmosphere.
·An electrically-heated preheater, which was installed after the

rotame:ter, was used for experiments where
boiling point of the liquid.

operat~on

was close to the

The liquid entry temperature was rreasured

with a copper-constantan thermocouple after t he preheater.

Other liquid

temperatures were taken in the collecting tank and after tbe rotameter.

LIQUID ClRCULATING SYm.1EM
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To avoid cor:i;-o~ion W. in. stainless steel tubing and :rittings were
used for the liquid line and a 1 in. stainlese steel pipe was used for
the vapour iine.

Ali lines were insulated with 1 in. thick, low

teniperature Fiberglas: insulation.
2.2 ~oilin~ Plate Enclosure
The illustrations of the boiler assembly (Figures lr.8, 19? 20
and

Plat~

2) show the boiling plate enclosure.

The enclosure consisted

o:r the liquid inlet and outlet sections which were machined :rro.m
to resist co+rosion and prevent conduction of

h~at.

t~flon

Both sides were

fitted with pyrex glass 2 1/2 in. x 16 in. x 1/4 in., such that the
boiling plate was visible.

The lid was .made of 1/4 in. thick sheet of

teflon, which . carried ·a sheet of pyrex glass 3 1/2 in. x 8 iq. x 3/16 in.
for plan observations.
Asoestos tape, 1/16 in. thick, was used to seal the glass and
the boiling plate.

~eflon

and glass were self-sealing.

The liquid entered through a slot, which distributed the liquid
into a .fil.m.

Since the wett:Lng on the teflon was poor a clean gauze of

stainless steel was

plac~d

over the teflon entry section and over part

of the front lip of the boiling plate.

Teflon guides were provided at

the sideq of the entry section to prevent the liquid film from flowing
preferentiaily along the pyrex glass, (Plate 1).

The liquid film was

about 3 in. wide.
The vapour was removed under slight suction thrpugh a i in.
stainless $teel pipe and the liquid flowed out under gravity.

Liquid

i
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The boiler asse.mbly which consisted. of the electric heater,
boiling plate and boiling plate enclosure, was mounted on an aluminum plate,
which could be

ti~ted

abqut a horizontal axis from oo to 90°.

2.3 Electric Heater
The boiling plate was heated by means of an

elect~ic

heater,

which consisted of Kanthal "A11 -l heating strips embedded in a copper
block.

Copper was chosen for its good thermal conductivity.
hea~ing

was divided into 6 separate

sections to allow

the heat distribution to the boiling liquid film.
was designed for 245 KW at
water over that section.

SOJlle

The block

control over

Each heating section

24 v, to sQstain the peak boiling flux of ·

By use of an additional heating strip in

series a heating section could alpo be used for 1 KW

o~~ation,

(Figure 21) •
The electric heater was constructed by cutting

twenty~four

slots 2 l/2 in. deep apd l/8 in. wide into a copper block which w~s
8 in. long, 6 in. wide and 3 1/4 in. thick.

Each heating section

occupied four slots and these slots accommodated the Kanthal "A".. 1
heating strips.

The heating

shown in Figure 21.

Six

were arranged in the slots as

Two strip sizes were used 0.375 in. x 0.015 ir:ie

and 0.75 in. x 0.015 in.
by Hiloset cement.

~trips

The strips were held centrally in the slots

The design calculations are $hown in the appendix.

chromel~alumel

thermocouples were screwed to the top of

the fins in positions corresponding to the six heaters.

An indication

of the -temperature distribution in the copper block was thus obtained.
1

· To minimize heat loss by conduction the· copper block was mounted
on a 1/2 in. transite plate, which in turn was reinforced by a 1/2 in.

ELECTRIC HEATER
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aluminum plate.

The electric heater was surrounded by a transite box

16 in. x 14 in. x 7 in,, such that the top surface of the
protruded by 1/8 in.

qo~per

block

Electrical connections to the heating strips were

made through the bottom of the box using No. 2 and No. 6

fle~ible

qable,

(Plate 2).
To ensure better conduction from the electric heater to the
boiling plate the two contact surfaces were lDSChined flat and then tinned
with ordinary soft

Additional soft solder paste

~older.

the copper block surface.
then screwed together.

spread on

wa~

T4e electric heater and boiling plate were

After the tin had melted during

~he

first heating

operation, the screws were tightened.

at

2.4

Power Suppty

The

el~ctric pow~r

was controlled by two power units one rated

7.5 KW, the other at 3 KW. Each power unit was connectyd to the

240 V, 3-phase power supply.

Since the :Efiloset ceipent becomes conducting at high temperatures,
low voltage power was used to avoid short·i ·n g _ difficulties.

P0V1er

transformers with a 10:1 ratio were used to give a maximum secondary
voltage of 24 V•

The input voltage to the power transferrers was con

trolled by variacs.

For each power unit,

thre~

variacs were connected

in delta as shown in Figure 22.
To

~ive

an indication of the power input the secondary of each

power transformer was equipped with a voltmeter 0-30 V and an ammeter
0-5 A..

The a.mmeters were connected via current transformers.

7B
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2,5

Boiling P~ate (~hro.me-plated~

The rnateriat chosen for the boiling plate was copper, since good
thermal conductivity was required for maximum boiling on thick plates.
· As will be seen later it was also necessary to use a g9od .t hermal con
ductor for the heat-flux meters.
The chromed boiling plate is shown in Figure 23.

The liquid was

introduced over a 2 in. long lip such that the flo-w could stabilize before
reachiµg thET region of destruction.

To avoid preheating of the

l~quid

before the thin section was reached, the front section of the boiling
plate was insulated fro.m the heater block with transite.
Fifteen surface thermocouples (copper-constantan) were installed
into the boiling plate as shown.

Nine of these were placed near the

thin section, so that three temperatures could be measured in each regime
of forced convection, nucleate boiling and film boiling.
Four heat-flux meters were inst&lled into the boiling plate as
indicated in Figure 23.

These meters are described in detail belo-w.

Grooves were .machined on the underside of the boi],.ing plate to
act as passages for the thermocouple and heat-flux meter leads.
Af'ter installation of the surface thermocouples and heat-flux
.m eters, the boiling surface of the boiling plate was pQlished,. with

4/0 emery paper and copper-plated 0.002 in. and chrome-plated 0.001 in.
Surf~cEf

thermocouples

Philips M;lniature thermocouple wire PR 6250 A/01 (~opper
constantan) was used to prepare the surface thermocouples.

The thermo

couple wire was 0_.028 in. in overall diameter with a constantan core
0.013 in. in diameter.

Insulation between the core and the copper sheath

was provided by a thin layer of magnesium oxide.
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The tip of the thermocouple wire was filed flat and then polished
with

4/0 emery paper. After standard cleaning and washing the tip was

cold electroplated with a copper cyanide solution at 20 Amps/sq.ft for

24 hours. The tip was immersed about 1/8 in. into the solution. After
plating the tip had a maximum diameter of about 1/8 in.
were usually trapped underneath the
deposition at the

ti~.

therrr~couple

So.me g~s bubbles

and reduced the copper

The thermocouple tip was filed down to 3/32 in.

diameter and the head was file9. flat.

Attempts to estimate the thickness

of the thermocouple head with X-ray photography were unsuccessful.

It

probably varied from 0.005 in. to 0.025 in.
The thermocouple head,.s were heated slowly in a low Bunsen flame
until oxidation ·began.
this heating test.

A check for continuity was .made before and after

Thermocouples not withstanding this treatment twice

o.r which showed circular marks on the flat head were rejected.
The surface thermocouples were press-fitted into
diameter holes in the boiling plate, (Figure

5/64 in.

24).

Heat fltpt .m eters

The ·heat fl\,lx meters were used to. m!~sure the local heat flux
to the boiling liquid film.
(GlO).

They were based on the design by Gardon

The derivation of the basic equations and the calculation pro

cedures are presented in the appendix.
The heat-flux meters were fabricated from copper cylinders as
shown in Figure 25.

Two types wer e made using a copper and a con

stantan disc to .measure high and low heat fluxes respectively.
copper disc was an integral part of the cylinder, while the con
stantan disc was silversoldered

into the cylinder.

~he
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HEAT FLUX METER PLUGS
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The thermocouple wires were silversoldered
drilled through the entire thickness of the disc.

in holes which were
Small diameter thermo

couple wires (0.006 in.) were used to reduce conduction errors.

Their

length was 1/2 in. after wn:ic h connection to heavier 0.013 in. wire was
made.

The space behind the disc was filled with Sauereisen ce.ment ··to

hold the thin wires in position and to protect them from oxidation.
The heat-flux meters were press-fitted into 1/2 in. diameter
holes in the boiling plate (Figure 23).

For the copper disc, the

~ter

was arranged such that the line between the two thermocouple junctions
was perpendicular to the direction of flow.
2.2 Boiling Plate (unplated)
This design had similar features as the boiling plate described
above except that the heat-flux meters were an integral part of the
boiling plate, (Figure 26).

The surface thermocouples were also modified

and the chrome-plating was omitted.
Difficulty was experienced in drilling small thermocouple holes
from the back of the heat-flux .meters because of the thickness of the
boiling plate.
surf~ce

Thus a 1/4 in. deep area was :machined out of the boiling

and a corresponding copper plate (insert) was .made up to fit into

that space.

The heat-flux .neters were an integral part of the copper

insert; eight surface thern10couples were also installed into the insert.
Details of the surface thermocouples and the heat-flux .meters are given
below.
The insert was silversoldered
following method.

into the boiling plate by the

The contact areas were fluxed and thin strips of silver

solder 0.002 in. were placed into the machined area of the boiling plate.
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BOILING PLATE (UNPLATED)
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The insert, with all ther.mocouple wires for the heat-flux meters and
surface temperature measurement already installed, was placed into the
boiling plate.

The assembled boiling plate was placed in a cold furnace,

which was purged with argon in order to displace the air.

Oxidation of

the copper block before the silver-solder melted was thus avoided.

The

furnace was heated to 1400°F for 15 .minutes and the boiling plate was
allowed. to cool.

Argon was passed into the furnace during the entire

heating and, cooling operation.

This method also served to silver-solder

all the thermocouple junctions in the insert.
The boiling surface was ground flat to re.move excess silver
solder; 0.006 in. was taken off the entire surface during this operation.
Surface thermocouples
Philips Miniature thermocouple wire, as described above, was used.
The end of the wire was filed flat and a junction was for1red by dipping
the tip i nto molten silver-solder.

The wire was placed into a 0.030 in.

hole in the boiling plate and the tip was depressed 0.010 in. beneath
the boiling surface.
and flux.

The cavity was filled with silver-solder filings

The surface thermocouples wer e then silversoldered

argon-purged furnace.
couples were

o.oo4

in the

After grinding 0.006 in. off, the surface thermo

in. beneath the boiling surface, (Figure 24).

Heat flux meters
The heat flux meters are shown in Fie;ure 27. Two sizes were
.made using a thick and a thin copper disc to measure high and low heat
fluxes respectively.

An extra thickness of 0.006 in. was allowed for

initially, to compensate for the grinding operation.
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HEAT FLUX ME'rERS
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The thermocouple leads used were Philips Miniature thermocouple
wire, which had been reduced in size from a diameter of 0.013 in. to
0.006 in. for 1/2 in. length by electro-deposition.

The holes for the

thermocouple wires (0.010 in. diameter) were filled with silversolder
filings and flux.

The copper was lightly punched to hold the thermo

couple wire in its hole.

The thermocouples were then ready to be silver

soldered in the furnace.

For the thin disc the wires penetrated the

entire disc, while for the thick disc the wires were inserted for about
0.015 in.

The thermocouple wires were arranged such that the line be

tween the two junctions was perpendicular to the flow of liquid.
The bottoms of the discs were insulated with cork and the
re.m aining part of cavity was filled with Sauereisen cement to hold
the thermocouple leads firmly.

3.

Instrumentation
M:asure.ments of surface temperature and heat flux were taken

and also some photographic recordings were made.
3.1

Honeywell Visicorder

A. Honeywell Visicorder 906 c was used to measure continuously
one heat flux and one surface temperature.

A surface thermocouple

was chosen such that the line between the surface thermocouple and
the heat-flux neter was perpendicular to the flow of the liquid film.
The circuit ip indicated in Figure 28.
Since the voltages encountered in the heat-flux meter circuit
were low (o - 1

mv), other thermocouple junctions were placed into a

thermally insulated box.

For the heat-flux measurement, a sensitive
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galvanometer M-40-350 without a damping resistor was used, to obtain full
scale deflection in the range.

The galvanometer was calibrated by

measuring the voltage across the galvanometer with a single pen recorder,
when operating with a constant heat flux under steady-state conditions.
Further discussion is presented in the aP'pendix.
The surtace temperature was measured with a less sensitive galvano
meter M-100- 350and a 100 n series resistance, to obtain greater sensitivity
in the range used.
The chart speed used was
chart was

:to. 2

mm

o.4

in./sec. and readability of the paper

( ±3000 BTU/hr.sq. ft) •

3.2 Honeywell Recorders
A single-pen Honeywell recorder was used to .measure the temperature
at the disc periphery of the heat-flux meter, (Figure 28).

The Visicorder

could not be used for this purpose because the low input impedance of a
galvanometer affected the circuit of the heat-flux meter.

The single-

pen record.er had a high input impedance and thus did not affect tbe
circuit of the heat-flux meter.
speed of 0.2 in./sec.

The span used -was 0-10 mV with a chart

Readability from the chart was ~0.02 mV (to.5°F).

A 12-point Honeywell recorder was used to .measure the surface
temperatures of the boiling plate, the liquid temperatures and the
copper-block temperature.
of 60 in./hr.
3.3

The span used was 0-10 mV with a chart speed

Readability from the chart was to.05 mV, (±1°F).
High Speed Photography

A Fastax camera WF 4 ST with a synchronised stroboscope was
used for exposing high speed Kodax Tri-X Reversal film (160 ASA).
camera was fitted with a 154 mm lens and extension tubes.

The

The speed
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of the camera ( 6000 frames/sec maxi.mum) was controlled by the Fastax
Goose WF 358.
The stroboscope was a high pressure Xenon discharge tube which
was triggered by a pick-up in the camera.

The flash lamp had an intensit y

of 3 joules per flash; because of this large heat generation the number
of flashes was limited to one thousand.
corresponded to about 25 ft. of film.

A thousand consecutive flashes
The .maximum frequency of the

stroboscope was 6000 flashes/sec. and the flash duration was 3-4 µsec.
At camera speeds up to 2000 frarres/sec. sufficient illumination
could be provided by three 375 W spot lights.

However this speed is not

fast enough to ..resolve the activity in the region of destruction of the
boiling film.
An optical system was devised for the Fastax camera in order to
view the liquid film from two perpendic ular directions simultaneously,
(Figure 29).
vex lenses.

It consisted of a beam-splitter,, two prisms and two con
The beam-splitter was masked such that one half transmitted

light unreflected, while the other half reflected it through 90°.

The

achromatic lenses focussed the images on t he centre of the beam-splitter.
The camera was then focussed on the adjacent images of the object in t he
beam-splitter.

The optical system was

attache~

to the tiltable plate,

which supported the boiler assembly.
Good illumination of the liquid f ilm,, such as to give high contr ast,
was difficult to achieve.

Reasonable illumination however was obtained

for both plan and side views by passing light onto the liquid film from
a direction opposite to the film flow and at the smallest possible angle

( 300) with the boiling surface.
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3.4 Instrument aynchronisati on
The camera, visicorder and the two Honeywell recorders were
synchronised by a timing circuit, (Figure 30).

The Honeywell recorders

were equipped with event timers, which were operated t ogether with the
Visicorder chart switch A.
The Fastax Goose Control was equipped wit h a cairera and an event
timer, which determined the camera running time and the stroboscope
flashing time respectively.

The event ti.mer was set to start the flash

stroboscope a certain time after the camera had started.
camera timers stopped simultaneously.

The event and

The sequence was started by the

camera timer switch B.
The event timer was also connected to a galvanometer in the
Visicorder, in order to determine when the film was exposed in relation
to the heat flux.

The camera under these circumstances was focussed on

the heat-flux meter.

The electrical connection from the event timer was

made using a 10:1 step-down transformer with a separate secondary winding.
The output was rectified and connected to the galvanometer (M-1650) and
a 7000 n series resistance.

3.5 Still Photography
For the plan views an Exacta Camera was used with a 102 nun lens
and extension bellows.

Kodax Tri-X film (160 ASA) was exposed for

1/150 sec.

For the sid.e-views a Pentax camera was used wit h a 135 .mm lens
and extension bellows.

Kodax Tri-X film (160 ASA) was exposed for

1/500 sec.
Illumination from the sides was provided 'by two 300 W photo-spots.
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3.6 Film Thickness Gauge
The liquid film thickness was measured with a probe, which was
attached to a .m icrometer.

Micro.meter readings were taken when the probe

just contacted the free surface of the liquid film and when the probe
touched the boiling plate.

The first reading was indicated by the first

formation of small ripples on the liquid film and the second was indicated
by

electrical contact between the probe and the boiling plate.

of the film thickness gauge was ±0.002 in.

The accuracy

D. EXPERIMENTS
The major concern of this study was the measurement of the boiling
heat flux to liquid films with heat-flux .meters.

However, these heat flux

.m eters needed calibration under boiling conditions and hence pool boiling
experiments were performed.

These pool boiling results could then be

compared to the~-. literature and the performance of the heat flux rr.eters
could be evaluated.

Four types of experinents were thus carried out

( i)

steady-state film flow (chromed boiling plate)

(ii)

u·nsteady-state film flow (both boiling plates)

(iii)

steady-state J;X)ol boiling (unplated boiling plate)

(iv)

unsteady-state

p~ol

boiling (uaplated boiling plate)

The two boiling plates were used for the experiments as indicated above.
1.

Steady-State Film Flow
At the beginning of this project steady-state experiments were

carried out with the chrone-plated boiling plate using distilled water
and certified grade benzene.

By steady-state it is meant that a region

of destruction is obtained which stays stationary on the thin section,
(Figure 16).

Under these conditions the temperature profile along the

centre line of the boiling plate remained constant with time.

Adj ust.ments

to achieve steady-state conditions were made by changing the electrical
heat input.
Still and high-speed photography were used to record a side view
of the hydrodynamic phenomenon for varying flow rates, liquid temperatures
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and angles of incline.
2.

The thickness of the liquid film was also measured.

Unsteady-State Film Flow
- llhsteady state experiments here refer to the condition when the

region of destruction no longer is stationary on the thin section, but
moves in the direction of flaw.

This behaviour is obtained by reducing the

heat input to a value below that required for the steady-state condition.
When the region of destruction passed over the heat-flux

~eters

the entire

boiling curve for film flow could be measured.
The apparatus was inclined at the desired angle.

The liquid

temperature was adjusted by means of the electric heater or cooler in
the pump return line.

The boiling plate was then heated to about 4500F

for the benzene runs and to about 550°F for the water runs.
power was then cut off.
the desired flow-rate.

The electrical

The liquid was passed over the boiling plate at
The two Honeywell recorders were started.

When

the region of destruction began to moYe from its position on the thin
section the Visicorder was started and kept running until no more boiling
could be observed on the heat-flux meters.

Two flow rates (4.5 and

lbpnin .) and three inlet temperatures were selected for each angle of

7.5
inclina·~

tion (90°, 600 and 30°) of the boiling plate.
During some experiments s till photographs were taken showing a plan
view of the boiling liquid film.

A few high speed films were taken when

the heat-flmc meter indicated the maxi.mum heat flux.

3.

Steady-State Pool Boiling
The apparatus was adjusted to the horizontal position and modified

to make a rectangular pool boiler

4 in. x 3 1/4 in. with a maximum liquid
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depth of 1

3/4 in. This was achieved

by inserting two aluminium plates

into the boiling plate enclosure and seali.ng them on the outside only with
high-temperature silicon rubber ce.ment, (Figure 31).
was roughly central in the pool boiling area.

The heat-flux .m eter

The apparatus was sealed

everywhere except for the vapour outlet line, where slight suction was
applied.

The liquid depth in the pool boil.er was kept at about 1 1/2 in.

by adding fresh liquid continuously through a stoppered hole in the top
window.

The liquid was added from a heated glass vessel.

The temperature

of the fresh liquid and the pool temperature were .measured with copper
constantan thermocouples.
In order to increase the accuracy of the heat-flux .measurement)
the output from the heat-flux meter was connected through a Honeywell
Deviation Amplifier to a galvanometer in the Visicorder, (Figure 32).
The gain on the amplif"ier was set to

tal~e

an input of t0.25 mV.

The

set point unit was adjusted to give a constant voltage of ... 0.25 .mV.
The output from the amplifier was connected to a M=lOOO galvanometer in
the Visicorder.

A series resistance of 220

n was used to give a full

scale deflection for the 4v output.
'rhe power from the electrical heaters was severely li.rnited due
to large contact resistances which developed as a result of oxidation
at the heater connections.

Thus only benzene was used in these experi

.m ents.
The boiling plate was cleaned with 3/0 emery paper and the pool
boiler was filled with hot benzene.
switched on.

The electrical heaters were then

When the heat flux and the surface temperature as indi . .

cated by the Visicorder and

single ~pen

recorder remained constant for
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15 minutes, vapour collections were

.made and timed.

The electrical power

input was also noted.
The heat input was increased t o obt ain furt her steady- state measure =
ments.

4.

Unsteady-State Pool Boiling
The boiling plate was heated to 4500F.

switched off.

Certified grade benzene or distilled water was used in

these experi.rrents.
stoppered hole.

The heat input was then

The pool boiler was filled with the liquid through the

The liquid then cooled ·t he boiling plate through all the

boiling regines starting with film boiling.

Measurements of heat flux and

surface te.mperature were taken continuously with the Visicorder and the
single~pen

recorder respectively.

Liquid was added continuously to the

pool boiler to keep the liquid level constant.

E.

RESULTS
The results presented below have been obtained with two plates: a

chromed boiling plate and an unplated boiling plate.

Preliminary data were

obtained with the chromed boiling plate.

However these results were in

poor agreement with the expected values.

After some time these heat-flux

.m eters failed due to oxidation around the edges of the plugs.

The use of

this plate was discontinued and a new unplated boiling plate with integral
heat-flux meters provided good results.
1.

Steady-State Film Flow
Essentially qualitative observations have been .made of the

hydro~

dynamic behaviour of the liquid film using the chromed boiling plate.
The liquid film was uniform before reaching the region of destruc
tion.

Surface ripples existed due to the edge effects from the teflon and

the stainless steel gauze.

At 90° incline of the boiling plate the liquid

film was not very uniform in film thickness.

The film thickness measure

ments for water and benzene films at a boiling plate inclination of 30°
are shown in Figure 33.

The measurements were taken in the entry zone

of the liquid film where the equilibrium film thickness had not been
established.

It should also be noted that with the present .method the

maximum film thickness was measured.

Both of these effects account for

the deviation from the equation proposed by Brauer (Bl6).

The liquid

film width has been taken at 3 in.
On the thin section of the boiling plate nucleate boiling of the
film occurred in a rather narrow cand of 1/4 in. The bubble size increased.
102
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in the direction of flow.

At the region of destruction vigorous activity

took place, which was difficult to examine with the high-speed films taken
at 3000 p.p.s • . The liquid separated from the boiling plate with some
spray formation near the end of the thin section, (Plate 3a).
The break-up behaviour of the liquid film depended upon the type
of liquid, flowrate and subcooling.
than water.

Benzene formed more liquid streams

The spray formation from a water film was much more than

that from a benzene film.
At flow rates of 1.5 lb/min. or less the entry section was not
wetted unifor.mly and dry patches tended to form in the liquid film.

The

break-up region did not discharge a continuous stream, but would accumulate
liquid into drops, (Figure 34 and Plate 3c).
ejected from the break-up region.

These drops were regularly

Flow rates of about 3 lb/min. caused

the drops to coalesce into irregular streams.

At flow rates of about

7.5 lb/min. the spray formation was reduced and the length of the
nucleate boiling section was reduced slightly.

Small triangular liquid

sheets formed, which were particularly noticeable with water.
sheets contracted into liquid streams.

The liquid

At flow rates of about 12.0 lb/min.

the liquid sheets joined into a single sheet, which contracted into a
single stream, (Figure 34).
Subcooling of the liquid has the effect of stabilizing the liquid
film.

The length of the nucleate boiling section and the bubble size was

reduced.

The boiling activity was much suppressed; thus the liquid film

was less disturbed and separated smoothly from the boiling plate, (Plate
3b). ·There was a greater tendency for liquid sheets to form.
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SIDE VIEW OF WATER FILMS
30° INCLINE

a)

STEADY STATE

b)

4.80 LB/MIN; 187°F

c)

STEADY STATE
4.80 LB/MIN; 158°F

STEADY STATE

d)

1.60 LB/MIN; 186°F

UNSTEADY STATE
2.50 LB/MIN; 202°F

PLATE 3
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EFFECT OF FLOW RA.TE ON LIQUID FILM DESTRUCTION
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The angle of separation of the liquid from the boiling plate was
observed to vary with the type of liquid and the subcooling.
always separated at a greater angle than benzene.

Increasing subcooling

decreased the angle of separation, (Plates ;a and 3b).
to flow rate was not observed.

Water

An effect due

A large temperature gradient in the boiling

plate increa_sed the angle of separation.
A. representative temperature profile along the centre line of the

boiling plate is shown in Figure 35 for a water film.

The temperatures

depend upon the subcooling and angle of inclination of the boiling plate.
Both of these determine the distance between the liquid streams and the
boiling plate, i.e. the vapour film thickness in forced convection film
boiling.

At angles of inclination less than 60° the liquid fell back on

the boiling plate.

Greater cooling occurred at such locations.

It was noted that the thermocouples on the right of the boiling
plate indicated lower surface temperatures than the left-hand thermo
couples.

The difference was of the order of 50F and could perhaps be

attributed to the grooves for the thermocouple leads since all the leads
passed out at the right-hand side of the boiling plate, (Plate 2).
*

2.

· ~

'

Unsteady-State Film Flow
In unsteady-state film flow the break-up region. moved down the boiling

plate and passed over the heat-flux m::ters.

With this type of

experi~

ment the heat flux to the boiling film was measured in all the boiling
regimes.

Both boiling plates were used..

were also made.

Some photographic records
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Hydrodynamic Behaviour

2.1

j

'):'he break-up region would initially be fixed on the thin section
of the boiling plate as in the steady-state experinents. When the surface
thermocouple, which was 2 1/2 in. from the front lip, indicated a te.mper
at\U'f! .o f 275°F the break-up region of benzene would advance.

For water

the same oQcurred after the temperature had decreased to 450°F.
'l'h~

i~1t1•lly

temperature gradient along the centre line of the plate was

high but decreased with tine, (Figure

;6). The angle of

between the liquid and the solid decreased noticeably and

sepera~1on

.

when it al.rQo1t reached zero the break-up region advanced.
when liquid sheets were formed (Figure ;4)

t~qw ~&~es
ioo~ed

At large

~rt

m1iky', which was probably due to transition boiling.

of the sheets

As the

pegion of destruction advanced the nucleate boiling section of the film

woul4

e~and

along the plate, while the forced convection regine . re

.mained fixed on the thin section of the boiling plate.
level

,~nd

area of the nucleate boiling section caused increasing

dee~ruction ~f

the liquid film.

The· destruction of a boiling water film is

sh~n

The water temperature was close to the boiling point.
weit~r

were formed. during the destruction.

confirmed by high-speed photography at
the'e
~

noise

the spray formation increased considerably, (Plate 3d). The

tnqr~a~ing

ot

~he

globule~

;ooo

in Plate

4.

Many globules

This observation was
p.p.s.

The formation of

probably arose from ·p erforations in the liquid film..

J>erforations could have

the liqqid filip..

~een

caused by bubbles bursting through

Plate 5 shows a different kind of behaviour when

the water was subcooled.

The subcooling inhibited the boiling

activity and smooth liquid sheets for.med instead.

Plate 6 shdws

PLAN VIEW OF A WATER FILM
UNSTEADY STATE; 30° INCLINE

0 SEC; 4.80 LB/MIN; 201°F

10 SEC; 4.80 LB/MIN; 201°F
PLATE 4
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PLAN VIEW OF WATER FILMS
UNSTEADY STATE; 30° INCLINE

4.80 LB/MIN; 133°F

8.00 LB/MIN; 178°F

PLATE 5
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HEAT FLUX METER POSITION
UNSTEADY STATE; 90° INCLINE

WATER;

8.oo

LB/MIN; 152° F

PLATE 6
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PLAN VIEW OF A BENZENE FILM
UNSTEADY STATE; 30° INCLINE

0 SEC; 4.30 LB/MIN; 75°F.

20 SEC; 4.30 LB/MIN; 75°F.

30 SEC; 4.30 LB/MIN; 75°F.

40 SEC; 4.30 LB/MIN; 75°F.

PLATE 7
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PLAN

VIEW OF BENZENE FILMS

UNSTEADY STATE; 30° INCLINE

1.45 LB/MIN; 80°F.

7.25 LB/MIN; 80°F.
PLATE 8 .
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the same effect for

~

vertical plate; the more rapid advance of the

break-up region over the heat-flux meter should be noted.
Plate 7 shows the destruction of a benzene film.

Initially the

break-up region was fixed an the end of the thin lip and the entire
boiling plate was in film boiling.

The break-up region rapidly advanced

over the entry section and stopped again on the thin section of the boiling
plate.

After further cooling of the boiling plate the break-up region

advanced again.

The sequence shows the significance of the length of

the nucleate boiling section on the film break-up.

Plate 8 shows the

break-up of a benzene film at different flow rates.

At 1.45 lb/min.

the tendency for dry patch formation can be seen.
shown in Plates 7 and

8

Subcooled benzene is

and hence liquid sheets are observed in those

pictures in which the nucleate boiling section is short.

It will be

remembered that the nucleate boiling section in steady-state film
flow was also short and hence the hydrodynamic patterns will be similaro
After the boiling plate had been cooled by the nucleate boiling
of the liquid, the forced convection regime advanced.

The transition

point from nucleate boiling to forced convection was not so clearly
defi~ed ~s

the

tr~nsition

(break-up region).

point from film boiling to nucleate boiling

As shown in Plate 4 the bubble size increased in

the direction of the film flow.

This was probably due to the increasing

liquid film temperature along the boiling plate.
2.2 Boiling Heat Flux (Chromed Boiling Plate)
The first

he~t

transfer data were taken with this boiling

plate using benzene only.

Some of the data obtained with the copper

disc he~t-flux meter which was 2 1/2 in. from the front lip are shown in
Figure

37.

The data indicate heat fluxes that were surprisingly large for
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benzene (Figure 62).

The heat fluxes appeared too large in the forced

convection, nucleate boiling and film boiling regimes.

In the film

boiling regime of the liquid film the heat-flux n:eter showed a heat
flux of 135,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.

The peak of the boiling curve (:maximum

heat flux) was extended over a large temperature range.
was not expected.

Such behaviour .

These errors could perhaps be attributed to the

chrome-plating on the heat-flux meter and to the silver-solder joints of
the thermocouple connections.
In order to check the thermocouples of the heat-flux meter each
thermocouple was connected separately like a surface thermocouple.

The

data, shown in Figure 38, showed that the centre of the heat-flux .meter
cooled rapidly.

Less boiling was taking place at the centre of the heat

flux meter, since the centre temperature was 44°F below the edge temper
ature.

The edge temperature remained very steady, while the centre

temperature fluctuated by about ±7°F.

The centre temperature was steady,

however, after indication of the .tmximum heat flux.
In these first experiments the wall

t~mperature

was measured

with a surface thermocouple instead of using the edge thermocouple of
the heat-flux meter.

The maximum temperature ,decrease indicated by the

surface thermocouple occurred always after the heat-flux .m eter had indi
cated the maximum heat flux.
time.
too~

These two maxima should occur at the same

The region of destruction, although initially in a straight line,
the form of a '':parabola" with increasing speed of advance along the

centre line of the boiling plate (Plate

6).

For this reason it was not

desirable to measure the heat flux and surface. temperature in two
differ:e nt places.

This error does not signifipantly effect the magnitude
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of the heat flux, but does yield an incorrect temperature difference.
The copper disc heat-flux .m eter 3 1/2 in. from the front lip was
deformed during the

press~fitting

operation and could not be used.

The constantan disc heat-flux meters could be seen to cool rapidly
whenever liquid boiled on them. . Thus the boiling on

thes~

characteristic of boiling on the rest of the boiling plate.

meters was not
The constant

an disc heat-flux meters intj.icated a maximum heat fl ux of about 35,000
BTU/hr.sq.ft for benzene.

The constantan discs were designed to .r reasure

the heat flux in the film boiling regime.
no response in that regime.

However these meters showed

It appears however that the constantan disc

heat-flux meters can measure the heat fluxes in the forced convection
regime.

Figure 39 shows some of these results and equation (B-10).
The experiments were discontinued when the press - fitted heat

flux meter plugs oxidized around the edges.
then and did not

~ct

These plugs cooled rapidly

as the rest of the boiling plate.

On the basis of

these experiences another boiling plate with integral heat-flux meters
was made.

Instead of the constantan discs two thick copper discs were

machined in the copper
2.3

plat~

to measure the "large" heat fluxes observedo

Boiling Heat Flux (_Unplated Boiling Plate)

With the second boiling plate, experi.ments were carried out wit h
oenzene and water.

Measurements of heat flux were made with the thin

copper disc heat-flux meter, which was 3 1/2 in. from the front lip,
(Figure 26).

Typical heat-flux meter traces of benzene and water are

shown in Figures 40 and 41 respectively.
boil~ng

regimes could be identified.

always smooth.

From these traces the three

The film boiling regime was

The transition boiling regime was indicated by large

HEAT FLUX MEil'ER TRACE OF BENZENE FILM
156°F, 4.30 lb/min., 30° INCLINE, (BOILING CURVE IN FIGURE 46)
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oscillations of the heat-flux .meter..

The nucleate boiling regime showed

small oscillations not comparable to those in the transition boiling
regime.

The transition from nucleate boi.li.ng to forced convection could

not be seen from the traces.
The boiling curves were constructed fro.m the edge temperature of
the heat-flux .m eter and the heat flux as determined by the temperature
difference across the heat-flux meter.

It was a simple matter to calculate

the heat flux from the heat-flux .met er traces except for the transition
boiling

regi.~.

In this regime the large oscillations made a heat flux

interpretation uncertain.

The oscillations of the trace have been

averaged by eye and a ''mean u line has been drawn through them.

The

smallest and largest heat flux has been identifi.ed by the vertical bars
shown in some figures.
The results for benzene are shown in Figures 42 to 47 and the
results for water are shown in Figures 48 t;o 54..

Due to the transient

nature of the experiments an exact choice of the liquid temperature could
not be made.

Duplicate runs were made to check on the reproducibility of

the results.

The results of the duplicate runs in the three cases

(Figures

45, 47

and 51) were identical with those of the previous runso

The boiling-plate surface was cleaned wi.th 3/0 emery paper at
irregular intervals.

Excessive cleaning with emery paper was avoided

to prevent thinning of the heat ...flu.x meter discso

During the benzene

runs oxidation of the copper surface appeared. to be inhibited.
surface always had a brown colour and felt smooth .

The

When water was

used, however, the copper surface appeared bluish, felt rough and oxid
ised rapidly.

The surface conditions are described by the surface

rough~

ness, surface deposits and surface oxidation, but none of these were
rigidly controlled during the present experiments$
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BOILING CURVE OF BENZENE FILM
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BOILING CURVE OF BENZENE FILM
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BOILING CURVE OF BENZENE FILM
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BOILING CURVE OF WATER FILM
4.80 1"9/min., 90° INCLINE
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BOILING CURVE OF WATER FILM
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BOILING CURVE OF WATER FILM
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BOILING CURVE OF WATER FILM
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HEAT FLUX METER TRACE OF TRANSITION BOILING
WATER, 192°F, 20l°F, 4.80 lb/min., 30° INCLINE, (BOILING CURVE IN FIGURE 53)
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Two runs were made starting with different initial block temper""
atures.

The results are sho-wn in Figure 52 and there appears to be no

significant effect.
After the experiments with water
and a further run with w_a ter was ma.de.

the boiling plate was cleaned

Then the surface of the _boiling

plate was brushed over with cotton wool soaked in benzene.
ment was applied under film boiling conditions.

This treat

The run with water was

repeated at the same flo-w rate and water temperature.

The boiling curves

of the two runs are compared in Figure 53, and the two traces are com
pared in Figure 55.

There appears to be a significant effect.

The

experiment was repeated except that this time on).y the immediate area
of the heat-flux meter was treated with benzene.
in Figure 54.

The results are shown

Observation of the film flow showed that the

break~up

region no longer advanced in a "parabolicn shape, but that it actually
stopped in front of the heat-flux meter and continued to advance at the
side of the heat-flux meter.
The thin copper disc heat-flux meter, which was 2 1/2 in. from
the front lip, could not be used far comparison because of a damaged
thermocouple connection.
Some characteristic traces of the thick copper disc heat-flux
meter, which was 3 1/2 in. from the front lip are shown in Figure 56.
The results of these two traces,which refer to water films, are shown
in Figure

3.

57. This .rooter always indicated very high heat fluxes.

Steady-State Pool Boiling
These experiments were perforned to obtain an order of .magnitude
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check on the :tie..a~-f'l.~ meters..

Tp.e thin. copper disc heat-flux meter

wh.ich was ~ 1/2 in. f;rom tlfe front ~ip of the unplated boil;.Lng plate,
was used.

A comparison between the heat fluxes obtained by the vapour

collection method and the

58 and 61.

heat~flux

meter method is shown in Figures

An unsteady-state po.o l boiling experiment perforned shortly

afterwards is also shown.
The heat fluxes as indicated by the vapour collection method
were always found to be higher than those of the heat-flux meter method.
More boiling activity was observed in the crevices at the periphery of
the boiling area.

This could account for so.me of the difference.

During these experiments considerable changes in the zero
position of the heat-flux meter were observed.

These changes were

always on the negative side and indicated that the centre temperature
of the heat-flux meter disc was higher than the edge temperature.

In

the appendix it is shown that such changes can be attributed to heat
conduction into the
couple.

heat-~lW{

meter disc through the centre thermo

This heat conduction can also account for the low

readings of the heat-flux metez-

4. Unsteady-State Pool

$S·

heat~flux

me.ntj.on.e d above.

Boil~~g

These experiments were done t .o mak.e a direct comparison between
pool boiling heat fluxes &nd bo.i ling heat fluxes of film flow.

The thin

copper disc heat-flux meter, whic'h was 3 1/2 ip. from the front lip of
the boiling plate was used.

Typical heat-flux rooter traces for benzene

and water are shown in ;Figures 59 and 60 respectively.

!he traces show

the steady fil.m boiling, transition and nucleate boiling regimes.

The

large oscillations of the heat-flux meter indicate transition boilingo
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The traces during nucleate boiling were much more steady than those
during transition boiling.
The results for benzene are shewn i.11 Figure 61 and the results
for water are shown in Figures 63 to 66.

The boiling curves for water

in Figure 64 are unusual, because they show a point of inflexion in the
nucleate boiling curve.

Comparison of the heat=flux traces with the

temperature traces showed a misalignment in that the sharp decrease of
the temperature trace did not coincide with the maximum heat flux on the
heat-flux trace.

A timing error appeared evide::nt as shown in Figure 65.

A trace during dry-out with water on the boiling plate is shown
in Figure 68.

Immediately after the

dry~out,

i.e. when all the liquid

had boiled off, the heat-flux meter indicated a negative heat flux.
This error diminished with time and was attributed to the thermocouple
conduction.
The thick disc heat-flux meter~ 3 1/2 in. from the front lip,
showed characteristic responses as shown in Figure 56 .

A boiling curve

for unsteady-state pool boiling of water is shown in Figure

57.
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DISCUSSION
In this section the results of the fil.m flow experiments will be

discussed and related to the other experiments and established literature
data.

The use of the

heat~flux meter~

under the conditions of boiling

heat transfer is also discussed.
1.

H.ydrodynamic Behaviour
Plates 3 to 8 show that the hydrodynamic patterns of liquid film

destruction under conditions of boiling heat transfer are quite complex.
A.

detailed examination of the processes requires high-speed photographyo

However due to synchronisation difficulties only a few high-speed films
were taken.

From these films iy was not possible to identify any growing

bubbles on the boiling plate or see the hydrodynamic condition on the
heat-flux meter.
Since the spray formation and boiling are suppressed at high
subcooling of the liquid, a photographic study under those conditions
might be simpler.
2.

Heat Flux Measurements
The most significant results obtained are the heat-flux measure

ments of the boiling liquid films qsing the local heat-flux .meters.
These data are presented in Figures 42 to

48 to 54 for water.
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47 for benzene and in Figures

2.1 Forced Convection
In these Figures the lines of low

slo~e,

where

L\ T i.s

less than

about 300F, are interpreted as pure forced convection heat trans:fer.

In

Figures 42, 43, 48 and 49 the equation (B~l,O) has been plotted :for com·"
parison at two liquid inlet

te.mperat~e~.

It

app~ars

fro.m the data o:f'

benzene that the experiments were not carried out long enough t.o cover
the forced convection regi.n:e.

The

e~rimental

curves would join the

equation (B-10) smoothly at low temperature differences of about

2°.l~ .

For water the agree.r ent in intercept and slope between the experi.mental
values and equation (B-10) is good.

It should be noted that equation

(B-10) has been based on experiments done with water.
Comparing the water data .at 900 and at

;o0

incline, it will be

noted that the forced convection curves a-ppear to be absent in the ru.ns
.nade at 30°.

From equation (B-9) it is, however, expected that the angle

of• inclination has only a s.mall effect on the forced convection he&.t
transfer.

In these latter runs the water appeared to be boiling mw;h

more vigorously (larger bubbie size}.
In the present experiments no detailed

~xamination

when bubble nucleation on the heat...flux meter ceased.

was .made

In future

expe:ri"~'

ments the heat-flux measurements should be extended further into the
forced convection regime.
2.2

Incipience of Boiling

An estimate of the temperature difference at the incipience

Cif

boiling can be made from the data of the wate·r runs; (Figures 48 and 49) "
This temperature difference is about 300F and is in general ag;r:·eement

with the evidence reported by Bergles and Rohsenow
The theoretical analysis by Hsu (H7)

indicat~s

(B7) and Hsu (H7) .

that the temperature

difference at the incipience of boiling increases with forced convection
and subcooling.

The effect of the subcooling seems to be confirmed by

the data in Figure 48.
2.3 Transition Regime
This transition regime

i~ mean~

to be the section on the boiling

curve between forced convection and fully established nucleate boiling)
(Figure 3).

In this regime forced convection and subcooling increase

the heat transfer.

Qualitatively this is shown by the present data of

benzene and water, i.e. at te.IllPeratures dtfferences up to 6oOF the colder
liquid always allowed larger neat fluxeq.

Within the small experinental

range the effect of forced convection was negligible in this regime .

The

range of this transition regime appears to be much greater for benzene
(2-60°F) than for water (30-60°F).
Bergles and RohsenON (B7) have proposed and verified an equation
for t his regime based on the superposition principle.
of the water runs at 178°F and 170°F in Figures

By using the data

48 and 49 respectively

the superposition technique can be shown to apply in the transition
regime provided the experi:rrental forced qonvection and nucleate boiling
curves are used.

The equation for the heat

f~ux

at incipience of boilingJ

which was derived by Bergles and Rohsenow. (B7 ),, however does not apply
to the present data, (Figure 48)..
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2.4 Nucleate Boiling
From the data it appears that at tempe+ature differences above

60°F boiling becomes fully established.

In this fegin:e the boiling

curves of benzene and water respectively follow a single line.
exponents

The

a in the equation

q/A.

~ (tiT)a

are 2.6 for benzene and 1. 7 for water • . Th:i,s observation is in agree·
n:ent with statements of Forster and
heat flux, once boiling is

full~

G~eif

(F4), who

established,

do~s

~oint

out that the

not depend upon the

degree of subcooling or forced convection.
The data indicate that the angle of

inc~ination

of the boiling

plate has no effect on the nucleate boiling of the liquid films.
Githinji and Sabersky

(G7) have shown that the orientation of the heati.ng

surface effects the nucleate boiling heat flux in saturated pool boili.ng .
This effect is absent in the pre$ent

expe~iments

due to the different

hydrodynamic conditions, which now include forced convection and sub=
cooling.

2.5 M:lximum Heat Flux
At a certain temperature difference the boiling curve depar t s
from the nucleate boiling line, (Figure 3),

At a slightly greater

temperature difference the maximum heat flux of the boiling curve occurs .
The data of water and benzene show

the~

with subcooling and forced convection,
agreenent with the results of Gunther
that while the maximum heat flux of

the max:L.mum heat flux increased
These results are in qualitative

(G6). However it should be noted

benzen~

was increased by a factor of 2,
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the .maximum heat flux of water was not increa$ed to such an extent.
was expected that the .maximum heat flux of water
a greater extent than for organic liquids

(W3) pointed out

the maximum heat flux is only a
forced convection.

th~t

~mall

be inc·reased by

(Z5). This aspect will be

discussed further in the section on heat-flux
Westwater

wo~ld

It

~ters.

the temperature difference at

function of the subcooling or the

This, however, is not borne out in the present

experiments, which show that this

temper~ture

difference increases with

the subcooling of the liquid.

2.6 Transition Boiling
In the transition boiling regime the

liqu~d

surface intermittently at particular locations.

contacts the heating

Thus any point on the

heating surface is subjected to cycles of low heat flux (no liquid
contact) and high heat flux (liquid contact).

Thi~

cycling is well

indicated by the oscillations in the traces shown in Figures

40 and 41.

The heat flux variations have been indicated in Figures 42, 43, 46, 47,

50 and 51.
These variations depend upon the angle of inclination of the
boiling plate and on the angle of separat;ton of · the liquid fil.m from
the boiling plate.

For benzene the angle of separation was always very

low and hence the traces at 30° and 90° incline show the transition
boiling regime.

For water the angle of separation was large and hence

at 90° incline of the boiling plate the

transi~ion

boiling regime was

not shown in the traces.
The present data show that increasing supcooling increases the
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heat flux (at the same surface

t~mperature) 41

Only one reference appears

to be in the literature dealing with tr&nsition boiling to subcooled
liquids.

Stenzel and Schultze (S2) have shown that the beat transfer is

increased in the transition boiling regime when the forced convection or
subcooling is increased.

The temperature difference at the minimum heat

flux was found to be constant for any qond,itions of forced convection or
subcooling.

2.7

Film Boiling

Due to the complex hydrodynamic flow patterns of the .liquid film
after it has separated from the boiling plate, it is difficult to discus s
the heat transfer in the film boiling

regi~,

(Plate

7).

Also the error

in the heat-flux .measurement, due to the therzµocouple conduction, would
not permit accurate

evaluatio~

of the low heat fluxes in this regime.

The flO'W patterns depend upon the flow-rate, subcooling, liquid,
length of nucleate boiling section on the boiling plate and the inclina
tion of the boiling plate.

These determine under what conditions the

liquid passes over the local heat-flux meters.
In future experi.ments the film boiling regime .might be covered
better under conditions of large

flow~rates,

low

of the boiling plate and a very short section of
the liquid film.

~ngles

of inclination

nucle~te

The flow pattern.fS of the liquid film

boiling in

afte~

the break

up region will then be much .more uniform.
~.8

Surface Wetting

After the water runs the entire boiling plate was treated wit h
cotton wool soaked i n benzene and a further run with water was made.
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The result of this experiment is shown in Figu+e 53.

The maximum heat

flux was found to be less and occurred at a much lower surface temper
ature.

The temperature trace of the edge thermocouple was different

to the water runs without benzene

treatments.

surfac~

with water removed this benzene, but the

e~fect

Repeated boiling

could be reproduced by

a fresh application of benzene.
The results of water in

Figur~s

48 and 49 at the highest liquid

temperatures were the first that were obtained
with benzene.
he~t

af~er . the

These boiling curves too indicate a

flux at a low temperature difference.

rath~r

film flow runs
low maximum

An exa.mination of the edge

thermocouple trace indicated a cooling vattern, which was similar to
the te.ml>E;!rature trace of the water
treated with benzene.

e~eri.ments

The cooling rate

first water experiments was also much

in which the surface was

of the boiling plate in these

s~ower

Thus these first runs are probably not true

than in the later ones.

wa~er

experiments.

When only the heat-flux meter itself was treated with benzene,
the resulting flow patterns took quite a d;i.fferent shape.

Instead of

advancing in a ''parabolic 11 curve, the break-up· region stopped in front
of the heat-flux meter, but
heat-flux meter.

continu~d

to advance on both sides of the

It appears that the benzene treatment altered the

surface properties and reduced the wetting .o f the water on the copper
heat-flux meter.

No surface deposits or any other indication could be

seen that the heat-flux meter was different

fr~.rn

the rest of the boiling

plate.
The resulting boiling curve

(F~gure

heat flux at a low te.mperaiu re difference.

54) showed a low .maximum

The decrease of the heat
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flux before the maxi.mum heat flux shol,llQ. be noted; this was not observed
in the other film flow traces.
of the film flow conditions:

These results can be explained in terms
when the break-up region passed on both
heat~flux

sides of the heat-flux meter (but not over it), the
cooled by conduction through the

Thus

coppe~.

th~

meter was

heat-flux meter was

cooled below the temperature at which the maximum heat flux occurs.
When the liquid did wet the

heat-flu~

meter, it indicated a heat flux

wqich corresponded to its surface t~~perature
pre~ent

case).

+

212)°F in the

When .maximum boiling occuz-red around the heat-flux

meter (but not on it), the
was large.

({80

temperatur~

gradient in the boiling plate

The conduction in the centre thermocouple was then also

large and this could explain the decrease :\.n heat flu:x: before the
"maximum" heat flux was indicated.
In Figure 55 two traces are

co~pared;

one refers to an ordinary

run with water and the other to a run with a benzene-treated surface.
The first peaks in the curves correspond to transition boiling on the
heat-flux meter when the· liquid fel.l back on the boiling plate (angle
of inclination was 30°).

The

benzene-t~eated , surface

shows lower

heat fluxes, which was probably due to the reduced wetting.

This

observation is in agree.ment with . the findings of Berenson (B8) and
Westwater (W3), who increased the heat flux in transition boiling
by improving the wetting of the liquid on the solid.
It has been remarked in the section on forced convection that
in the iast water experiments the boiling on the plate was much more
vigorous and that the forced convection
Figures 48 and

~urves

52). It appears as if the

were missing (compare

d~ta ~n

Figure

5~

give the

pool boiling curve (Figure 63),

indicati~g

that the boiling in the liquid

film was so vigorous that the effect of forqed convection of the liquid
fil.m became negligible.

This see.ms

if it . is considered that

f~~sible

the benzene on the copper surface (in the first water
reduced the wetting of the water

und~rneath

e~periments)

the vapour bubbles and

thus perhaps reduced the micro-layer vaporization

(M5). It would be

of interest to study this further.
2.9

Pool Boiling Heat Fluxes

The unsteady-state pool boiling experiments were done in order
to judge the performance of the heat-flqx neter by comparison with
literature data.

The literature data refer to horizontal piates with

different surface materials.
boiling data for benzene.
with the literature boiling

Figure 61 shows the unsteady-state pool

These boiling curves are in good agreement
curve shown in Figure 62.

It is uncertain

whether the effect of the inlet temperature is real.
Figures 63 to 66 show the unstead~istate ~ool boiling curves of
water.

These curves show consistent

v~lues

and they are in fair agree

ment with the literature boiling curve shown

l~

Figure 67.

The position

of the maximum heat flux and the transition boiling regime show good
agreement with the literature curve.

The maxi.mum heat flux of water in

the present experiments ranged from 430,ooor630,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.
Gaertner (G5) boiled water on a horizontal copper surface and obtained
a value of 500,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft for the maximum heat flux under steady
state conditions.

The experimental nucleate boiling curve appears to

join the literature curve at low neat f+uxea.

The characteristic knee

(position of DNB) was not obtained in -th.e present experi.m ents.

By
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careful experimentation Gaertner (G5) was the first to demonstrate the
position of DNB in nucleate pool boiling.
boiling heat fluxes depend upon the

It is well known that nucleate

~urfaqe

conditions and in the present

experiments these were not rigidly controlled.
parison with the literature cannot be made.

Thus a

v~ry

precise com

In these experiments there

appeared to be little effect of the inlet temperature as shown in Figure
~.

It was thus confirmed that
boiling conditions.

.ina~e

heat-flux meters responded to the

Although the data range

was taken from the -steady-state
were

~he

(Figure 58).

The

e~peri!llents

heat~flux met~rs

w~~

small further evidence

in which vapour collections
did measure the correct

heat flux, if allowance was made for the thrrnwcouple conduction along
the centre wire.

This is further discussed in the appendix.

2.10 Boiling Heat Flux to Liquid Films
When the film flow data and the pool bQiling data of benzene
(Figur~s

43 and 61) and of water (Figures 49 and 63) are compared, then

the following trends (relative to pool boiling) will be observed: presence
of ·forced convection, incipience of boiling at higher temperature
difference~,
ful~y

coincident nucleate boil,ing line: once nucleate boiling is

established, increased .maximum heat flux and increased heat fluxes

in the transition boiling regime.
forc~d

These

t~end~

Qre in agreement with

convection subcooled boiling, which is :shown in

~igure

3.

The difference in the case of film flow is that the bulk of
the liquid is absent and hence the

liqui~

film rapidly heats up to its

saturation temperature over a short length of the boiling plate.

In

the present experiments this heating length was only 1 1/2 in. and hence
the boiling curve of a subcooled l:Lquid film could

b~

f~lm

It may be expected that at very large

measured.

flow-rates (Re

>

4000)

the boiling of the liquid film rese.mbles forced convection subcooled
boiling under bulk flow conditions.

The bulk fl9w could be considered

as liquid film flow, in which the liquid

fi~m

thickness was large.

lar~e

film flow rates the film

wbil~

the -maximum vapour bubble diameter would be about

thic~ess

The present data indicate that

At

would be greater than 0.050 in.,

~t

o.o4o

in. (G6).

lower film flow-rates

( 1000 ~Re< 4000) the boiling of the liquid film sti;Ll resembles forced

convection subcooled boiling.
heat transfer surface was not

It was also
wett~d

obs~rved

unifor.ni.ly and that dry patches

tended to form at high surface temperatures, (Plate
Bressler (B3) boiled water

fil~ ~t

<1200) and low temperature differences AT.
heat fluxes corresponded to the pool

that at Re< 500 the

boil~ng

8).

iower flow-rates (350 <Re
~e

observed that the boiling

curve of Jakob and Linke (Jl).

The boiling of these films was so intense that the effect of the small
film flow was negligible.

The subcooling of the water was about 15°F.

Norman and M:'!Intyre (Nl) have investigated the boiling heat flux
to water films at lower film flow-rates still (20< Re< 1160).

No sub

cooling was employed and the temperature differences were low.

These

observers too concluded that at the higher film flow-rates the boiling
of th.e liquid film could be described by the pool boiling curve.

At

very low flow-rates, however, they measured rather high heat fluxes at
low temperature differences.

This was attributed to direct surface

evaporation (similar to microlayer evaporation underneath vapour bubbles).
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The wetting of the heating surface under tijose. conditi9ns was possible,
beC'iiUSe lower surface_temperatures were employed than in the present
experiments.
Usually the average heat flux tq a liquid film is measured over
a certain boiling length.
f~ow-rates

This leads

t~

uncertainties because at low

(Re< 1000) much evaporation occurs, s4ch that dry areas appear

in the liquid film and the heating surface is not uniformly wetted.
the boiliµg length is long then the film may completely evaporate.

If
At

high heat fluxes (high temperature differences) this situation is even
more severe, because .more evapo+ation occurs and the wetting is further
reduced.

Thus at high heat fluxes a shQrt boiiing length should be

chosen in o:r;der to ensure uniform hyd.r0dynamic coQ.ditions over the area
where the heat transfer is measured.

The -local
heat-flux .m eter, which
n-

was used in the present experiments, fulfills this aim.

3. . Heat-Flux Meters
In the case of pool boiling the use of the local heat-flux .meter
assumes (besides the assumptions presented in the appendix)

th~t

the

local boiling occurring on the heat-flux .meter is representative of the
boiling ove+ the rest of the boiling surface.
~uggests

The work of Gaertner (G5)

that after the DNB point on the bpiling curve (i.e. when local

v'pour patches tend to form on the heating surface) the local conditions
on the heating surface alternate between film boiling and thin liquid
fiim

eva~oration.

Because of its small size the heat-flux meter could

.measure either of the two conditions when the

t~mperature

difference

on the boiling curve was between the DNB point and the maximum heat fl ux .
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Similar considerations apply to the transition boiling regime in which
the +ocal heat flux changes as discussed

~bove.

·

In a large number of pool boiling experiments with water it was
observed that the heat flux decreased before the
~ndicated,
mu~

(Figure 68).

0

maximum" heat flux was

The resulting boiling curve showed a low maxi
'

heat flux at a low temperature difference, (Figure 66).

result~

could be interpreted by a local dry-out (vapour

These

pate~)

on the

4eat-flux meter when the heat-flux meter should have indicated the true
maximum heat flux.

Under such conditions the heat-flux meter would indi

cate a zero heat flux before it

indicat~d

a nmaximum" heat flux.

In so.me

traces the heat-flux meter indicated large variations from zero to the
maximum heat flux near the expected maximum

hea~

flux.

The thick disc

heat-flux meter could be used to identify at what time the thin disc
should have indicated the maximum heat fiux.
a low

11

In the traces which gave

.maximum11 heat flux the thick disc always indicated the .maximum

heat flux before the thin disc did, (Figure 68).
In the case of forced . convection subco9led boiling the range
between DNB and the .maxi.mum heat flux is reduced, such that DNB almost
represents the maxi.mum heat flux.
to form on the surface, the

h~ting

(maxi.mum heat flux) results.
it is assumed that at

Thus as soon as vapour patches begin
surface overheats and burn-out

In the present µnsteady-state experiments

the . poi~t

of

sepa~ation

of the liquid film from

the boiling plate the heat flux corresponds to the maximum heat 'flux
under steady-state conditions.
During the heat transfer measurements tpe nucleate boiling
section of the liquid films expanded along the boiling plate, (Plate

4).
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Thus when the liquid film reached the heat-flux meter, it had already
been heated by the nucleate boiling section.

The amount of heating

depends on the distance between the heat-flux meter and the thin section
of the boiling plate.

If this distance is very large, then the liquid

fil,mwill attain its saturation temperature by the t:j.ne it reaches the
heat-flux neter.

Thus in order to make a proper evaluation of the effect

of $ubcooling on the maximum heat flux, the heat-flux .m eter should be
placed

clo~e

to the thin section.

The movement of the break-up region over the heat-flux meter
causes an unsy.mmetric heat flux over the disc, (Plate 6).

It is unknown

how this disturbance affects the assumed operation of the heat-flux
meter, i.e. a uniform heat flux over the entire disc.

The two thermo

couple junctions have been arranged so that the line joining them was
parallel to the break-up region.

For other positions of the edge thermo

couple different ''boiling curves" would be obtained.

For example if the

edge thermocouple was upstream of the centre one a negative heat flux
would be recorded at the instant when the break-up region moved onto the
meterf
The conduction along the centre thermocouple wire cannot be
neglec.t ed as

i~

shown in the appendix.

This conduction error depends

upon the temperature gradient in the thermocouple wire.

No correction

was .made to the present results, because the exact value of the temper
ature

gradient was

not

known.

It was estimE;lted that the maximum

correction would amount to about +30,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.
·, Using the data of Gaertner and Westwater (G3) the number of
nucleating sites on the heat-flux meter can be roughly estimated in the

case of water.

The area of the heat flux meter was 1.33 x 10-4 sq.ft.

Thus at a heat flux of 320,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft and 55,00Q BTU/hr.sq.ft the
number of nucleating sites would be 26 and 8 respectively. · It should be
noted, however, that their data wereobta;i.ned under conditions of saturated
pool boiling of water.
the bubble

popu~ation

From the data of Gunther (G6)

~t

is known that

decreases with subcooling and forced convection and

hence the values estimated above are on the high side.
The use of equation (K-1) requires precise machining of the heatflux meter discs, accurate location of the thermocouples and good silver
~old~ring.

The thermal conductivity of the material of the heat-flux

metell' must be precisely known at any temperaiure.

'riie thermocouples must

al20 be calibrated accurately.
3.1 Thin Disc Heat Flux

~ter

The thin disc heat-flux .meter gave results which were in general
agreement with the literature data.
The maximum temperature difference observed across the thin disc
was 20°F and 47°F for benzene and water respectively.

Both of these

temperature differences were too high because much less boiling would
occur at the centre of the heat-flux meter.

In the case of water

probably no boiling occurred at the centre of th,e disc

a~

all.

This

could eJq>lain why the .maximum heat flux was not appreciably increased
with subcooling and why the temperature difference (at the maximum heat
I

flux) increased with subcooling in the

~ase

of water.

The heat-f+ux

meter was not acting as the rest of the boiling plate at these high
boiling heat fluxes (Plate 6) and the heat-flux meter copled rapidly.
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The initiation of this cooling (probably by transition boiling) depended
upon the liquid temperature, but the extent of the cooling remained about
the same (t.e. until no further boiling could take place at the centre of
the disc).
For the thin disc the centre thermocouple wire penetrated the
entire disc.

Thus at high heat fluxes, when a

tem~erature

gradient

ex1rsted along the axis of the disc, the thermocouple would measure an
"average" temperature of the disc axis.

Provided the temperature gradient

was s.trall, then the thermocouple e.m.f. could be used in equation (K-1)
without much error.
M:>ore and M=sler (M5) have shown that during bubble growth the
h~ating

surface is subjected to large local temperature variations.

One

of their results showed that an average local heat flux of 830,000
BTU/hr.sq.ft cooled the heating surface for 1.80 milliseconds.

The

heating surface then recovered during the following 12.5 milliseconds.
After the 1.80 mi;l.liseconds the surface temperaturE=; of the nichrome
strip had dropped by 24.2°F.
atu:re ·variation was 0.015 in.

The depth of penetration of the temper
Assuming that the

bo;Llin~

on a copper

surface is the same (i.e. same average local heat flux acting over
the sa.me length of time) as on the nichrome strip, then the surface
temperature of the copper decreases by 6.2°F and the depth of penetra
tion of the temperature variation is 0.050 in.

The copper surface

would .then recover to its initial temperature within 12 milliseconds.
Since the heat-flux meter disc was only 0.010 in. thick, the centre
thermocouple would probably not only respond to the average of all the
nucleating sites on the heat-flux meter, but also to single nucleating
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sites near the centre of the disc.

However such rapid temperature drops

(l.80 milliseconds) were not measured because the maximum frequency
response of the galvano.m eter M-40-350 was only 60 cycles/sec.
The response of the heat-flux measuring system can be judged
from the trace in Figure 55.

The trace shows the magnitude of transition

boiling of water, when the liquid feel back on the

heat~flux

meter.

The further use of this heat-flux meter in the boiling field
is recommended, since it provided reproducible results, which were in
agreement with current knowledge.

Its limitations have

b~en

discussed

above.
;.2 Thick Disc Heat Flux Meter
Both thick copper disc heat-flux meters indicated large heat
fluxes in all the boiling regimes and in the forced convection regi.me,
(Figures

56 and 57). These results have been calculated using the

temperature trace of the thin disc heat-flux meter.

This does not

affect the magnitude of the heat flux to a great extent, but does
cause an error in the temperature difference.
In the case of benzene (film flow or pool boiling) the heat-flux
meter hardly responded to the variable surface heat flux, but just indi
cated a steady large heat flux.

In the film flow experiments with water

two different characteristic traces could be obtained: one was an S-type
trace and the other showed a sharp peak, (Figure 56).

In the S-type trace

the maximlpn heat flux always occurred after the thin disc had indicated
the maximum heat flux.
alwa~s

It should also be noted that the heat-flux .m eter

indicated a zero heat flux before indicating the maximum heat flux.
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This type of trace was obtained in .most experiments.

However, in two

film flow experiments the trace showed a definite peak (maximum heat
'flux) and this peak coincided exactly in time with the maximum heat
flux of, the thin copper disc.
The .maximum heat flux for benzene and water at liquid temper
atures close to the boiling point were about 700,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft and
2,0Q0,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft respectively.

For both liquids the film boiling

heat · flux was indicated to be about 170,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.

For the thick

4isc heat-flux meter the centre line temperature profile shows a large

temperature gradient (Figure 74) and hence the centre thermocouple
(being attached essentially to the bottom of the disc oniy) indicated
the least temperature difference.

Thus when the three-dimensional

equation is applied the values for the heat fluxes would be higher still.
In the unsteady-state pool boiling experiments with water the
response of the thick disc heat-flux meter was good and characteristic,
(Figure 56).

The peak of the trace coincided in ti.me with the maximum

heat i flux of the thin disc heat-flux meter.

As in the film flow

experi~

ments the heat fluxes were always indicated as too large in all the
boiling regimes, (Figure

57).

When the film flow and the pool boiling traces are

com~ared,

it will be noted that the film flow traces are anomalous, because of
their rounded peaks.
were expected.

Sharp peaks, as obtained in only two experiments,

The reason for such behaviour and for the indication

of these large heat fluxes is unknown.
·locations of the thermocouples.

The answer mEilY lie in the
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3.3 Transient Heat Flux .Measurement
Stenzel and Schultze (S2) have used a transient method for the
measure~nt

of boiling heat fluxes to various oils.

Their apparatus

consisted of a silver cylinder, which carried a thermocouple at its

axis.

The cooling rate of this thermocouple gave a me~sure of the

surface heat flux.

With this apparatus the heat flux was measured in

ail the boiling regimes.

Effects such as forced convection, subcooling,

surface roughness and surface tension were also studied.

Their results

were in qualitative agreement with the boiling curves shown in Figure 3.
A

not~ble

exception was that no increase in the maximum heat flux was

observed with increasing subcooling.

This was attributed to the high

viscosity of the oils at low temperatures.
heat-flux

measur~ments

They note that such transient

have a limited accuracy and that rapid cooling

rates must be avoided.
The present experimental investigation has been carried out
under transient conditions with a moving heat sink and a variable
surface heat flux (advancing nucleate boiling region of the liquid film).
However, since measurements were essentially taken at the solid-liquid
inter~ace,,

the true boiling heat flux - temperature difference relation

ship should be obtained with the present method.
boiling

pl~te

The cavity in the

{due to the heat-flux meter) probably has a negligible

effect.

Good agreement between the film flow and unsteady-state pool
boiling data was obtained.

In the pool boiling experiments the boiling

curve was obtained under transient conditions with a stationary heat
sink and a variable surface heat flux and these data were in reasonable
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agreement with the literature boiling curve.

Thus it appears that the

present .method can be used to measure boiling heat fluxes to
films.

~iquid

G.-

CONCLUSIONS

From the present work the following conclusions can be drawn:
Th~

( i)

local heat-flux .m eter can be used to .measure heat fluxes in

pool boiling and in the boiling of liquid films .

The present accuracy

however is limited due to the uncertainty of the magnitude of the thermo
coup+e conduction error.
(ii)

The thin disc heat-flux meter, which was used in the present

experimen~~,

in the

provided good results at low heat fluxes such as encountered

bo~ling

of benzene.

This meter should not be used at large heat

fluxes, which occur in the subcooled boiling of water films.
(iii)

The film flow of benzene and water under boiling conditions

resulted in boiling curves, which showed improved heat fluxes over the
corresponding pool boiling curve.

The boiling curves of the turbulent

liquid films (1000 <Re< 2500) changed with flow-rate and subcooling in
a manner, which was in agreement wi th forced convection subcooled boiling
as shown in Figure 3.
The effect of the angle of inclination was unimportant in the
forced ·convection and nucleate boiling regimes.
A~

the high surface temperatures (high heat fluxes) tised in the

present experiments Re

>

500 in order for the liquid film to wet the

boiling plate uniformly.
(iv}

~he

pool boiling data of benzene

lii:ierature pool boiling curve.

w~s

in good agreement with the

In the case of water this agreement was

:f'air. .·
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(v)

By treating the copper surface with benzene the heat flux to the

water film is reduced in the transition boiling regime and at the maximum
heat flux.

This was attributed to the reduced wetting of the water on the

copper surface.
(vi)

~he

films taken at 3000 p.p.s. showed that the hydrodynamic factor s

governing the liquid-film destruction during the transition from nucleate
to film boiling are complex.
(vii)

The local heat-flux meter is a vei:y useful tool for obtaining

boiling data quickly, since a rapid transient method can be employed.

H.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study was done to provide
the

hyd+od~amic

~mme

general information on

behaviour and heat transfer to turbulent liquid films

under boiling conditions.

During the study a heat-flux .meter was

developed; the use of such a meter for the measurement of boiling heat
f.luxes is possible and further work should be done on the meter.
l.

Ex£t:rimental Technique

(1)

The heat-flux meters should be calibrated using

stead.y~state

pooi boiling in all the boiling regimes.
(ii)

The conduction along the centre thermocouple should be reduced

or at least measured such that a correction can be applied to the data.
The thermocouple conduction error can be reduced by using a thinner
thermocouple wire and by decreasing the temperature gradient in the wire.
The

~emperature

gradient was high in the present apparatus because of

the large heat transfer resistance between the copper block and the
cppper plate.

This joint, at which the thermocouple was embedded,

was at a high temperature.
(iii}

At present only one heat-flux meter was used for the entire

stµdy,

It would be desirable to check two similar heat...flux :meters

against

e~ch

other.

Also the effect of the geometry of the heat

flux meter should be studied further.

Different meter sizes should

give the same heat flux under the same conditions.

This should lead

to tpe development of a heat-flux meter which measured the large heat

flu:Xes of subcooled water films more accurately.
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(iv)

The liquid entry and outlet sections of the boiler assembly could

be improved.
l~rge

It was difficult to obtain a uniform film thickness at

angles of incline.

Also the liquid should be removed more directly,

since ;at large angles of incline liquid accumulated at the outlet and
this increased leakages.

The leakages that occurred were due to the

deformed teflon.

2.

P,o,il_fp~

(i)

of Liquid Films

The present experiments should be repeated under controlled

surface conditions and the present data range should be expanded into
the forced convection and film boiling regime.
(ii)

The boiling heat transfer to thin liquid films (b

= 0.003

- 0.030

in.) might be investigated using the heat-flux .m eters.

(iii)

'!'he effect of wetting on the boiling heat flux, particularly the

maximum

he~t

flux, should be examined.

In these experiments surface

treatments ($uch as with benzene) or addition of surface-active materials
or non-newtontan .m aterials might be considered.
(iv)

The thermal conductivity of the boiling plate affects the .move

ment of the break-up region of the liquid film.

The break-up behaviour

of the liquid film using different boiling plate .m aterials might be
investigated.

I.
~l ~

NOMENCLATURE

a5 constants

b

liquid film thickness

ft

c

specific heat

BTU/lbOF

D

dianeter

ft

g

~cceleration

G

lJlB.SS

h

heat transfer coefficient

BTU/hr .sq.ftOF

k

thermal conductivity

BTU/hr.sq.ft°F/ft

n/A

number of nucleating sites per unit area

~r

p

pressure

AP

pressure difference

of gravity

ft/hr2

flow rate per unit wetted perimeter

lb/hr.ft

sq.ft

lb/hr2ft ( = · 0.239 x lo-8 lb-force)
ft2 ")
lb/hr2ft

pressure of vapour thrust

. lb/hr2ft

q/A

heat fl,.ux

BTU/hr.sq.ft

r

radius of bubble or cavity

ft

t

ti.me

hr

bulk liquid temperature
temperature of superheated liquid
Ts at

boiling point of liquid
surface temperature
temperature difference (surface superheat)

u

streamline velocity in liquid film

ft/hr

u

-

average velocity of liquid film

ft/hr

y

dtstance from heating surface

ft
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thermal diffusivity

e

coefficient of cubical expansion

per of

thermal boundary layer thickness

ft .

angle from the horizontal
latent heat of vaporization

BTU/lb

viscosi~y

lb/ft.hr

0

density

l b/cu.ft

a

surf~<;:e

•

contact angle

lb/hr2

tension

Subsc;ripts
p (
.
L

liquid

V

vapour

F

film

t

properties evaluated at the mean film te.mperature
Dimensionless Numbers

Re

film Reynolds number
film thickness number
u

We

Weber number

Fr

Froude number

u
{gb)l/2

J

Richardson number

<g*)

(a/~b)

p(~)

1/2

2
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Ra

Rayleigh number

p2 b3 c g B (Tw - Tr,)
lJ k
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K, -APPENDIX

l.

Heat Flux Meter
The

~eat

flux meter consists of a thin rretal disc, which is in

the heating surface and is insulated from below (Figure 69). ·When heat
f~ows

from the disc surface, the centre temperature of the disc is lower

than the edge temperature.

The magnitude of this two-dimensional temper

ature difference indicates the heat flux from the disc surface.

The heat

flux meter bas been based on the design by Gardon (GlO).
1°..1 Assumptions
The following assumptions have been made for an analysis of the
heat"flux meter when used under boiling conditions:
{i)
bubble
av~rage

nuGi~ating

Since boiling is a local transient process sufficient
sites must be on the disc such that a statistical

heat flux is measured at all times.
(ii)

The heat flux from the disc should be the same at

every point on the disc.
{iii) The thin disc should not · interfere with the boiling
Boiling heat flux is quite sensttive to the temperature

'heno~notl•

difference {wall temperature) and thus the centre temperature should
not be more than 5°F below the edge temperature:

Tw The

ma~erial

Tsat

>>

Tw -

Tc

of the heat flux meter must have a high thermal conductivity

(1,e. copper o~ silver), in order to keep (Tw - Tc) small under the con
ditions of

~he

high heat fluxes encountered in boiling.
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Tw o-Di.mens ional

r
~

T

f

t ( q/A)

f

." Tw

~

cSr

Tc

t

r

Ro
(q/A)

= 4Rk 2t

(K~l )

(Tw - Tc)

0

Three-D ~mensional

t

f

f

(q/A)

z'

r'

•

T

~Tw

t

T' (r '1 z ' , e' )

I

~
(q/A)

=

(K·~'7)

FIGURE 69

l95
(iv)

No cc.nduction of heat along the thermocouple wires
~dge

which .measure. the
(v)

A

temperature

Tw

and the centre temperature Tc·

true two-dimensional conduction problem such that

at 4he centre of the disc the ·top surface has the same temperature as
bottqm.

~he

(vi)

The thin disc has a very fast response time, such

that when the disc is subjected to a varying heat

~lux,

the instant

aneous heat flux is indicated by the steady-state temperature difference
~t

all ti.mes.

A

material of ib.igh ther.msl conductivity is required for

the heat-flux meter disc, if the time constant should be small.
1,2 Two-Dimensional Analysis
The following equation for steady-state conditions of the thin

disc oan be written (Figure 69):
dT
qr= -kA - .
dx

q = (-qr+or) - (-qr}
(q/A)

211r6~ ..

2ll(r + u) t [k

(q/A)

=

t

k
r

-l

= r

~; + ~ (11; !) o~

2m:-tk

~;

1-(kdT)
dr

dT
+ dr
dr
d

dr

(rk ~n

';r'Q.e equation is solved with the following boundary conditions:
(i)

r = 0

(ii) r
and

= R0

k-, k 0 . (l +aAT)

T

= Tc

T

= Tw

where

6T = T - T 0

dT
dr

=0
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..• {q/A) = 4
.

k~

( Tw

t

- Tc )

[1 +

Ro

i

(t. Tw + t, Tc

~

(K-1)

J

The ther.mocouple voltage is given by the equation
E =
AE •

Ew - Ee

a 6T

y 6T 2

+

= 13 ( ~ - 6 Tc) + y (6 Tw

[s

= (Tw - Tc)

2

2
- l1Tc )

+ Y ( 6Tw + 6Tc

D

Sub~~itutin~

(q/A) •

since

anq then writing

• •• q/A =
.. For

~he

4 k0

thin copper disc

~hick

t = 0.010 in.

= 17,700

copper disc

(q/A)

(K-2)

c

Ro2

(q/A)

For the

AE

t

t

= 102,000

R0

:

0.078 in.

AE

(K-3)

c

= 0.0575

in.

R0 = 0.078 in.
(K-4)

l::iE

c

These equations have been used for the evaluation of the boiling
neat flux.

The function C has been plotted in Figure 70 using values

a ., S and Y which have been obtained from the International Critical

'I'ables,

Copper-Constantan thermocouple:
E = 0.0381

6T

+ o.444 x lo-4 t::iT 2

mv

VARIATION OF E.M.F. AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WITH TEMPERATURE
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c:f'•
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Thermal Conductivity of Copper

(76° - 362°c):

k • 0.925 (1 - 0.00009 6T)

where; AT is in

°c and

To

= o0 c.

Converting to °F
E :;

0.0212 6 T + 0.137 x io-4 6 T2

. k • 224 (1 - 0.00005 6 T)

mV

BTU/hr.sq.ft.°F/ft

where AT is in ()p' and To = 32°F.

l,3 Heat Flux Meter Calibration
'l'he thermocouples of the thin copper disc heat-flux .meter were
checked individual-ly with a potentiometer.
the

botle~

Comparisons were made. when

assembly was at two uniform temperatures; one in air and the

other when hot benzene was flowing over it.

TABLE 2

Air
'

Benzene

~~

Edge thermocouple

4.080 mV

2.800 mV

Centre thermocouple

4.080 mv

2.800 mV

The closed circuit of the heat-flux neter already carried a
small

curnen~,

when there was no temperature differential at the meter.

The magnitude of the e.m.f. was +0.010 mV and prob&bly arose from other
in the circuit.

junction~

shown

th~t

c~rcuit,
perio~

By use of the Deviation Amplifier it was

the ·e.m.f. source was on the galvano:aeter side of the

(Figure 71).

The initial current changed during the warm-up

of the Visicorder, because of the change of resistance of the
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=
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µ.A
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galvanometer coill

The resistance remained constant after 15 minutes

warm-up of the Visicorder.
For calibration of the heat-flux meter a Honeywell single-pen
recorder was adjusted to the range of O - 2 mV and connected across
the terminals AB (Figure 71).
obtained.

Thus a ,uieasurement of the voltage, V. was

Water was passed on the heat-flux nieters such that the

deflections on the single-pen recorder and Visicorder were steady.
Steady

det~ections

were compared and plotted as shown in Figure 72.

A comparison of the two
the

Visicor4e~

deflection is also shown.

wa$ 0.243 AA/inch.
than expected.
curve

wa~

theo~etical

The

e~perimental

curves of EM and V against

The galvanometer $ensitivity

curve of V had a greater slope

The reasons for this are unknown.

The experimental

taken as the calibration qurve of the heat-flux meter.

Th~

circuit of the thick disc heat-flux meter was electrically

equivalent tQ the thin disc heat-fltpe nieter.

The calibration of this

meter is also shown in Figure 72.
l.4

~hree-Dimensional · Analysis
I

j

;

(

The simplicity of the two.dimen$ional analysis presented above
per.nd ts a

e.m.:f',

di~ect

relation between the he$t flux· and the differential

The dependence of the thermal condiuctiv:J,.ty, although small in

the case ot coppef, has also l;>een incorporated

~n

that expression.

The following analysis (Hl7) was performed in order to deterJll,ine
magnitu~e

of the

heat.fl~

meter •nd the

three-ditoonsio~al

t~e

effects, the time constant of the

the~mocouple

conduction error.
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energy equation for heat conduction in a solid cylindrical

~h~

system exhibiting radial symmetry and constant properties can be written
as
1

en''

ar

+ -r
wh~re

(R)2
~

+

a2._r1
azz

(K-5)

eaqh variable has been normalised with
r

z'

!-'
Ro

a

ae'

e • t>:-2
Ro

z. = 

t

TPe -l>rimed varial:)les are defined in Figlll'e 69.
Stead.y-state
analysis
.;
Urider steady state conditions equation (K-5) can be
wpitten
+

where T

=T'

ll

!

• Tw and

+

ar

r

Tw

(~\ 2 aZr :;: o
t~

(K-6)

az-2

is the temperature along the edge of the disc,

z. In order that the analysis may be more

i.e. at r' =Ro for all

general the heat-flux density was considered tq be operable over the
region 0 , r' " R1 and over the re.maining annular ring, Le.

R1~

r'

~ R0

the heat flux was considered to be zero.
The boundary conditions may be written
dT - O
a.-;;='

(i)

r-. 0

(ii)

r • l

(iii)

z

dT
= 0 dz=

(iv)

z

Ill;

1

·o "r

T

dT

dz
-'rl

radially symmetrical temperature distribution

~

= O,

tempe~ature

at edge of disc for

a~l

z is Tw

o, - no heat loss from underside of disc

=

-(qfA)t
k

'

uniform heat flux away from upper
region of disc.

·· Rl
r1 = Ro
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By the separation of variables with the equation

=

T (r , z)

R (r) •

f

(z)

two ordinary differential equations arise
d 2R

dr2 +

~l

1

r

dR

dr

_ (A2~~2) j

where ). is the Eigenvalue.
R =

j

=0

+ ). 2R

C1

Jo

O

These equations are easily solved to yield

(Ar)

= C3 sinh

=

+ C2

(~)

z

'lo(->. r)

+ C4 cosh

(~:)

z

The constants are evaluated by utilizing the boundary conditions
and a Fourier-Bessel series representation (C 13) of the function

The final solution is

Antz)
cosh( RO/

=I
00

(K-7)

{~ ~)

sin\ :o)

n=1

where An are the roots of ]o (>. n)
With r1

=1

the

=0

steady-~tate

temperature profile within the

heat-flux meter can be compared with that predicted from the two
dinensional equation (K-1).

The value of the thermal conductivity of

copper has been taken at 220 BTU/hr.sq.ft.°F/ft.

Figures 73 and 74

indicate this comparison for the .m eters used in this study.

It can

be seen that the two-dimensional equation predicts satisfactory
results for the thin disc.

For the thick disk there is a significant

temperature difference between the top and bottom of the disc.
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Equation (K-7) reduces to equation (K-1) when the average temperatuI:"e T tave

along the axis of the disc is calculated.

the equation shown in Figure 69 equals 1/8.

The summation in

However the thermocouple

e.m.f. is not directly related to this average temperature, because the
e ,m.f •' is not a linear function of temperature.
equ~tion

Thus the three-dimensional

is necessary for the proper evalµation of the heat flux from the

mea~ured ~ .m.f.,

whE;:!n the te.m perature gradient along the axis is large

i.

{as · in the thick disc heat-flux meter).
uqsteady-state anal¥sis
The equation

a2.r

Tr2

l
+r

where T;: T"

3T

rr

+

{K-5) may also be written

r

(R~

- Tss

ClT

a2x = TI'
1Z2

(K-8)

T' (r, z) - Tw

Tss

=

T"

= T' (r, z, e)

-

Tw

•nd T68 is the steady-state temperature distribution given by equation
(K.,7),
The boundary conditions in this case are
{i)

r

=0

dT
dr

(ii)

z

=0

az

(iii)

z = l
0 ~ r~

for all a and z

= a

dT = 0

r1

dT
dz =

for all

a

fo:;- all

a, since

Q ,

dT"

a:z-

= ~
dz

(iv)

r :; l

T = O

for all a

(v)

e

T = -Tss

i~e. Tn

= 0

and r

=  ~q/A~t
k

and z
= 0 for all r and z.
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By the separation
T (r,z, e)

the

~o;lowing

variables with

o~

=R

{r) • F {z,e)

differential equations are obtained

Applying the separation of variables technique a second time with

j

=

F (z, e)

®(e)

(z) •

the result is

Re~mber~ng

~
d e

+

-

~l

+

(r2 - A2)

0

liSj

= 0

that

J (z) • @(e)

=

R{r) •

Jo

(-~r ) +

T (r,z,e)

R

=

C1

j

=

c4 sin
e

~r2 -

C2

'f

0

A2)l/2 (

(

~r )

R:) z} c5 co{r 2-A 2 )lf2{i'\:) z]

-r2a

From boundary conditions (i)

c2 = O and

bounQ.ary condition :. (iii) then

Boundary condition (iv) yields

]o (Aizi)

=

O

from (ii)

C4 = o. Applying
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and hence
2

r2

+ >.m

m,n

Boundary condition {v) is applied to the remaining equation for T with
the result, in which the constant of integration A.m,n re.mains to be
evaluated: ·

=

- T55

Am,n Jo (>.m r) cos nnz

In order ·to represent the steady-state temperature profile Tss by a
Fourier-Beseel series both sides are multiplied by r] 0 (>.i r) cos
, -T86 r ]o (>.1 r) cos jnz

rr

= Am,n Jo( >.m

jnz

r) cos nwz or] 0 (>,i r) cos

Integrating
·T66 [r Jo (A1 r)

dr]

cos j11z dz

0 0

~J:r

Am,n

&

Jo (Amr) Jo (A1 r)

dr]

cos n11z.cos j11z dz

.

Both double integrals are equal to zero unless

m

=i

and n

= j.

By substituting equation (K-7) for Tsa and performing the necessary
integrations Am,n can be evaluated.
Then

J1 (Am ri) (-l)n
(-RotA,
' [J~(Am r1) +Ji <v1~ [(R~ n11r +A!J

4 (<j..A)R
Am,n"'

k A;rl o

= O,

except when n
Am,o

"'

in which case

2~~A~R0

k

\ll r1

•

[J~

J1 (>.m1'1)
(Am r1)

+Ji

,
(Anl r1)]

(~:t)

jnz
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Therefore

T

(r,z,e)

With r 1

=l

the equation describes the behaviour of each point

in a normally operated heat-flux meter at any instant of time.
it does not have the same form as equation

Although

(K-7) it does yield the same

prediction of the steady-state temperature at zero time.
The equation (K-9) was used to predict the ti.me constant of the
thin disc meter used in the present study.

Figure 75 shows a plot of the

centre surface temperature as a function of time, when a uniform heat
flux of 200,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft is suddenly applied.

The time constant is

predicted to be approximately 7 milliseconds, when based on 63.2% of
the steady-state temperature difference.

1.5 Thermocouple Conduction Error
The results obtained with the heat-flux meter were always lower
than those obtained with the vapour collection method in the steadystate pool boiling of benzene.

(Figures 58 and 61).

was of the order of 10,000 to 20,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft.

The difference
Also a change in

the zero position of the galvanometer was frequently observed, particu
larly during an accidental dry-out in the pool boiling experiments,
(Figure 68).

The zero deviation was always negative and was found to
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be approximately -0.025 mV (15,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft) for boiling benzene
and -0.060 mV (35,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft) for boiling water.

Heat conduction

into the thin disc by conduction along the centre thermocouple wire
could lead to ''low'' .measured heat fluxes and to such negative deviations.
The

~ctual

BTU/hr.sq.ft' 2 •

boiling heat fluxes of benzene were about 60,000

Then the temperature gradient across the copper plate

was

60,000

= 220

AT

1/12

Under these conditions the chromel-alumel thermocouples indicated a
copper block temperature of 420°F.

Thus for the heat transfer resistance

between the copper block and the copper plate a value of 130°F was
estimated.
~nd

This f:igure increases with time due to increasing oxidation

distortion of the contact areas; this is the position where the

tnermocouples leads are embedded.

The heat

f~ux

through the con

stantan thermocouple wire was then approximately

q/A = 15.0

= 27,000

(23 + 130)
1/12
BTU/hr.sq.ft

Figure 76 shows the increase of the centre temperature of the
thin copper disc with the heat flux through the constantan wire.
graph was obtained by solving equation (K-7) and setting r 1

This

= 0.038.

It is .shown that a. heat flux of 27,poo BTU/hr.sq.ft through the con
stantan wire increases the centre temperature hy about 1.7 oF.

TEERMCX!OUPLE CONDUCTION ERROR
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Such an error would decrease the .n easured heat flux by approximately
q/A

=

17,700 x 1.7

using equation (K-3).

=

30,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft

Hence the "low" heat fluxes indicated by the heat

flux meters and the negative deviations can be accounted for by heat
conduction along the centre thermocouple.

However, no quantitative

correction can be applied tp the heat fluxes because the temperature
gradient in the constantan wires is not exactly known at any time.
Since in most experiments the copper block temperature was about 450°F
the calculated correction of 30,00Q BTU/hr.sq.ft represents roughly the
maximum correction.
Experiments were performed in which the boiling plate was
rapidly heated with the electric
same temperature.

Both were initially at the

The Honeywell Deviation Amplifier, calibrated in

the range 0-0.l mV, was used to
heating a negative

h~ater.

defle~tion

~asur~

the zero shift.

During rapid

of the zero position was observed, which

amounted to a maximum of -0.025

mv.

When heating was discontinued

and the boiler assembly attained a uniform temperature again the
negative deflection was found to decrease markedly.

However it not

necessarily returned to the initial zero positioi+ after 1 hour, but
some·ti~s

required much more time.

U:.:fortunately no accurate evalua

tion of the zero-shift with the temperature gradient across the
bo~ling

plate could be made, becatSe no proper thermocouples were

located at the bottom of the boiling plate.
ducible,
assembly.

b~t

This effect was repro

was not obtained during slow heating of the boiler
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The problem of thermocouple conduction errors for thermocouples
attached to an infinite slab has been treated by Burnett (Bl5).

The

method however is not recommended for correction purposes.
2.

Electric Heater Design Data
Tbe electric heater was designed to sustain a nucleate boiling

heat flux of 310,000 BTU/hr.sq.ft over an area of 6 in. x 4 in.

The

electric heater was divided into 6 indpendently controlled sections,
each capable of supplying 8,600 BTU/hr (2.52 KW).
Three windings, each 2 ft long, were fitted into each section
(Figure 21).
an~

Two windings in

se~ies

were used for 2.52 KW operation

the three windings in series were used for 1.0 KW operation.

Each

section was designed with 4 copper fins, 2 1/2 in. long, 6 in. wide
a~d

1/8 in. thick.

The temperature at bottom of the fin at the maxi

mum heat load was calculated to be 6500F using the equation applicable
to rectangular fins.

The design data are shown in Table 3.

3. Experinental Difficulties
The surface thermocouples introduced into the boiling plate
necessitated a separation between the electric heater and the boiling
plate.

The contact surfaces were machined flat and tinned together for

good thermal contact.

However over long periods of steady-state runs

with water the tin oxidized and for.med a heat transfer resistance.
electric heater was subsequently overheated leading to slight
tion.

The

deforma ~·

During the unsteady-state runs these difficulties were not so

significant.

TABLE 3
-

Operating
Surface
Length of
Power Winding Winding Resistance
Loading
n
No.
ft
wattlsq. in.
KW

c·25
1.25

sg..in.
nj_rt

n

Kanthal

"A"-1

1

2

0.114

35_.o

0.057

315

3/4 in. x 0.015 in.

2

2

0.114

35.0

0.057

315

3/4 in. x 0.015 in.

1

2

0.114

-

-

-

3/4 in. x 0.015 in.

1.0 0.2

2

2

0.114

-

-

-

3/4 in. x 0.015 in.

o.6

3

2

o.348

33.4

50

3/8 in. x 0.015 in.

2.5

f2

0.174

~

\.n
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Some of the surface thermocouples proved unreliable.

The

electroplated, press-fitted thermocouples worked very well near the
bottom of the boiling plate, where they were not subjected to the
l~rge

temperature gradients.

Some of the surface thermocouples near

the thin section of the boiling plate failed after a few runs and
· sometimes mushroomed out of the boiling plate.
. ~ilversoldered

Unfortunately the

thermocouples were not silversoldered properly and

gave erratic readings.

This difficulty however can easily be over

c0me.

Due to the high temperatures of the boiling plate the teflon
deformed extensively.

The leakage of benzene vapour into the room

was a safety hazard although substantial ventilation was provided.
The connections of the cables to the electric heater
oxidized leading to large contact

re~istances.

This limited the

power of the electric heaters considerably.
Further difficulties were experienced in the synchronisation
of the camera with the flash stroboscope.
camera pick-up was suggested.

A modification of the

